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ABSTRACT 
The methcxl of integral transforms is used in this work to solve for both the temperature 
distribution and the stress function for several axially symmetric fracture mechanics problems. The 
problems considered are symmetric in temperature and stresses with respect to the plane of the crack. 
Due to the mixed boundary conditions in the plane of the crack, this method leads to two sets of dual 
integral equations. One of these is a result of solving the conduction problem, and the other occurs in 
the solution of the thermoelastic problem. 
In this work, the problem of determining stress intensity factors for an axially symmetric problem 
of an external circumferential crack in a long cylinder of finite radius is solved. The crack is opened 
up by a temperature applied on the crack face. Each set of dual integral equations is formulated into a 
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. The solution to the integral equation for the 
thermoelastic problem is directly related to the stress intensity factor for a crack of a given size. Each 
Fredholm integral equation is discretized into matrix form using an appropriate quadrature rule. 
The axially symmetric problem of an infinite linearly elastic-perfectly plastic body with an 
external crack is considered. An applied temperature on the crack surface gives rise to thermal 
stresses in the body. To account for small-scale plastic deformation near the crack tip, Dugdale's 
hypothesis is used. The size of the plastic zone, the temperature field, the normal stresses in the plane 
of the crack, and the displacement of the crack surface are found for several applied temperatures. 
An estimate of the plastic zone size for the finite cylinder is determined by extending the previous 
analysis using Dugdale's hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to Fracture Mechanics 
A material fractures when energy sufficient to break atomic bonds has been applied. The 
theoretical fracture strength is on the order of £76 [I], where E is the modulus of elasticity of the 
material. However, experimental values for the fracture strength of real materials are several orders 
of magnitude lower than the theoretical strength. Because the material cannot fracture unless the 
stress at the atomic level exceeds the theoretical strength, flaws in the material must increase the local 
stress, reducing the global strength. Fracture mechanics seeks to relate the localized effect of flaws to 
the global behavior of the material. 
Inglis. using the theory of elasticity, investigated the stress-concentrating effect of an elliptical 
hole in a flat plate under tension [2]. For a hole of length 2a and width 2b with stress a applied 
perpendicular to the major axis of the ellipse, shown in Figure 1.1, the highest stress on the edge of 
the hole, which occurs at point A, is given by 
As the length of the ellipse is increased relative to the width, the hole resembles a sharp crack. For 
cr 
( i . i )  
Figure 1.1: Elipticai hole in a flat plate 
— » 1. the stress at point A can be written as 
a J = 2CT— = 2a 
'  b 
(1.2) 
where p is the radius of curvature, defined as 
P = — (1.3) 
a 
If the crack is infinitely sharp (p —• 0), equation (1.2) predicts an infinite stress at the tip. This 
would imply that a cracked body would fail with the application of any load. In reality, the tip of the 
crack is never sharp. The minimum radius that can exist is on the order of the radii of the atoms in 
the material. Most of the time, the radius is actually greater due to such phenomena as plastic 
deformation in metals, development of tiny cracks near the main crack tip in brittle materials, and 
development of voids in polymers [3]. While an infinitely sharp crack is physically impossible, 
meaningful information, which can be related to experimental behavior, is found from such 
mathematical analyses. 
The stress intensity factor A', which characterizes the severity of the stress concentration, is 
commonly used to determine when a material will fail. It is derived from considering the state of 
stress near an eliptical hole if the radius of the crack tip goes to zero [1.4]. If polar coordinates (r.0) 
are defined with the origin at the crack tip. shown in Figure 1.2. the stresses in the cracked body can 
be written as 
( k \ 
= —!= /,(0) + finite terms. (1.4) 
w r y  
.v i  
Qcr 
r 
Figure 1J2: Definition of coordinates at the crack tip 
where k. the coefficient of the singular term, is a constant with respect to the coordinates. Both k and 
the function /,,(0) depend on the geometrj'of the ixxly and on the mode of loading. The stress 
intensity factor can be defined in terms of the constant k as 
K = k^/2n. (1.5) 
The singularit\' dominated zone is that region around the crack tip where the singular stress term is 
sufficient to describe the state of stress. 
Instead of considering the local stress at the crack tip. Griffith's theory of fracture was based on 
energy [5]. The critical conditions exist when crack growth occurs with no net change in total energy. 
Consider an infinite plate of thickness B under a constant stress a that acts perpendicular to the crack 
faces of a through-thickness crack of length 2a. In order for the crack to grow, the potential energy 
must decrease by the same amount as the energy required to create the two new surfaces: 
^ + .^ = 0. (1.6) 
dA ciA 
In this equation. tiA is the incremental increase in the crack surface area (A = 4aB, such that 
dA = 4Bda ), FI is the total potential energy due to internal strain and external forces, and Ws is the 
work required to create the new surfaces. Since the potential energy decreases, the change in 
potential energy is negative: 
, i „  
dA IE 
assuming a state of plane stress. The increase in surface energy is 
^ = 27,, (1.8) 
dA 
where ys is the surface energy per unit area. The applied stress that would lead to fracture is given as 
(1.9, 
\-!Z a ) 
Irwin [6] defined the strain energy release rate, which is also called the crack driving force. It is 
the energy released by the e.xtension of the crack. In terms of potential energy, the energy release rate 
is given as 
Q = -— = — - — , (1.10) 
dA dA dA 
where F is work done by external forces, and U is the internal strain. In terms of the compliance of 
the cracked body, the energy release rate can be written as 
4 
( I . I D  
where P is the apph'ed load and C is the compliance. The critical condition for crack growth can Idc 
written 
for mode I loading, or 
when all three modes are present. Ki. Kn and /lih are the stress intensity factors due to mode I 
(opening), mode II (sliding) and mode HI (tearing) loading, respectively, and |j. is the shear modulus 
for the material. The global behavior, characterized by Q, can be predicted using local crack tip 
information, such as K. 
Because a material will fail when a given parameter, such as the stress intensity factor, reaches a 
critical value for a given material, much work in fracture mechanics has been devoted to determining 
these parameters for various geometries and loading conditions [1.4]. 
1.2 Overview of Elasticity 
The theory of elasticity relates the displacements in an elastic body to the forces that caused the 
displacements. Such relationships include the equations of motion, compatibility, and conservation ot 
angular momentum, as well as the constitutive equations, which depend on the behavior of the 
particular material considered. These take the form of partial differential equations, which implies 
the necessity of including boundary' conditions in the solution of an elasticity problem. 
The equations of motion surface in static elasticity problems as the equilibrium equations. These 
can be obtained by summing forces on a volume element in the stressed body [5]. In the absence of 
body forces, the equilibrium equations are expressed as 
where CJf is the resistance to crack growth, which is a material property. 
The stress intensity factor is related to the energy release rate by the expression 
(1 .12)  
(1.13) 
(1.15) 
where the summation convention is assumed. For the case of axial symmetry, the equations are 
written as 
^rr , 
dr dz 
= 0 ( 1 . 1 6 )  
dr dz r 
Since there are si.x strain components at a point and only three displacement components, not 
every mathematically possible strain solution yields a physically significant displacement field. 
Compatibility ensures that a strain solution gives rise to single-valued, continuous displacement 
solutions, or in other words, no holes develop in the body simply due to a state of strain being 
imposed [9,10]. The equations of compatibility relate the partial derivatives of the strain components 
such that the strains are continuous and have continuous second partial derivatives. For the axially 
symmetric case, these equations are given as 
E^-^(rcee) = 0 (1.18) 
or 
d'z. 
_ . . . (119) 
dr' drdz 
The conservation of angular momentum results in the symmetry of the stress tensor, regardless of 
whether or not the body is in equilibrium, provided there are no body moments [7]. The moments of 
all forces acting on a volume element are summed and set equal to the angular momentum term 
dl a . where dl is the mass moment of inertia and a is the angular acceleration of the volume. In 
terms of the differential length of the volume element, the moments are third order, while the mass 
moment of inertia is fifth order. This implies that, as the volume element shrinks to a point, the 
momentum term goes to zero faster than the moment terms, regardless of the angular acceleration. 
The conservation of angular momentum then yields 
a,,=a„. (1.20) 
The constitutive equations are the relationships that define the movement of a particular material 
under the application of load. In the case of linear elasticity for a homogeneous, isotropic material, 
these equations take the form of the generalized Hooke's law. These can be expressed as [7] 
CT = X.(divu)I + 2|j.e. (1.21) 
in tensor notation, or in indicial notation as 
+2H£,^. (1.22) 
6 
The coefficients (the shear modulus) and X are known as the Lame constants, and are related to the 
more familiar engineering constants E (modulus of elasticity) and v (Poisson's ratio) as 
v£ 
A. - (l + v)(l-2v)-
E 
(1.23) 
(1.24) 
2(l + v) 
In equation (1.21), cr is the stress tensor. I is the unit tensor, and 8 is the strain tensor defined as the 
symmetric part of grad u . Note that this definition of the strain implies that divu = traces = , the 
sum of all of the normal strains acting on a volume element. The components of the stress and strain 
tensors include both normal and shear stresses and strains, where cr,, = , j, and 
E>/ ^ J • Th® Kronecker delta is defined as the components of the unit tensor: 
1. i = j 
1 0 .  
(1.25) 
1.3 Stress Function Soiutions 
For many problems of elasticity, including fracture mechanics, the displacements, strains and 
stresses can be expressed in terms of the partial derivatives of a stress function. The most common 
stress functions used are those which satisfy the biharmonic equation. 
The following form for the non-trivial stresses of an axially symmetric problem [5] in terms of a 
stress function x satisfies the compatibility equations and the equilibrium equation (1.16): 
vV-x-
dr-
d ^ 
vV-x — 
r or 
cr=('---) = (2 - - "IT & dz- ) 
- -JT or , az 
(1.26) 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
where V' is the Laplacian operator, which takes the form 
7 
dr' r dr dz' 
From the other equilibrium equation (1.17), the biharmonic equation is obtained 
, a- Id d 
= r H : ' ;  r (1.30) 
(1.31) 
The solution to this differential equation, after the application of appropriate boundary conditions, 
yields the solution to the elasticit\' problem. 
Once the stresses are known, the strain field can be determined through the constitutive relations, 
and the displacements can in turn be found from the strains. In terms of the stress function, the non­
zero axial ly symmetric displacements are 
1.4 Integral Transform Methods 
Sneddon [8] suggests using the theory of integral transforms to construct stress functions for two-
dimensional elasticity problems. This method involves employing an appropriate integral transform, 
such as a Fourier or Hankel transform, to the governing differential equation, in this case the 
biharmonic equation, in order to reduce the partial differential equation to a set of ordinary 
differential equations. The integral transform method is closely related to the method of separation of 
variables. 
After the general solution to the ordinary differential equation is found, the complete solution can 
be found in one of two ways. TTie first is to transform and apply the boundary conditions before 
taking the inverse transform to get the solution to the partial differential equation. The second is to 
first apply the inverse transform to the solution and then take the boundcuy conditions into 
consideration. 
The method of integral transforms has been used extensively in the solution of fracture mechanics 
problems for various geometries. The application of this method leads to a set of dual integral 
equations to be solved. Some examples include the solution of the penny shaped crack in an infinite 
body [8], an external crack in an infinite body [11], and that of a long thick-walled cylinder with an 
axially symmetric crack, either internal or on the inner or outer surface of the cylinder [12]. 
(1.33) 
(1.32) 
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1.5 Linear Theory of Thermoeiasticity 
The displacements caused by an increase in temperature can affect the stresses if the body is 
constrained in some way. In the h'near theory of thermoeiasticity, the effect of the strains on the 
change in temperature is negligible, and the conduction problem is solved independently of the state 
of stress and strain in the body. Once the temperature distribution is determined, the strains 
everywhere in the body can then be found, as well as their effect on the stresses. 
The energy balance equation states that the rate of change in kinetic and internal (or strain) 
energy is equal to the rate at which surface and body forces do work plus the rate at which 
nonmechanical energy (such as heat) is transferred. This equation is often neglected in simple 
elasticity problems, but it becomes significant when temperature changes must be considered. For a 
steady-state conduction problem with no internal heat generation, the energy balance reduces to 
Laplace's equation. 
V-r = 0. (1.34) 
where T is the temperature change from the reference stress-free state. 
Once the temperature is known, the displacement field can be determined. The displacements are 
related to the change in temperature through the tensor expression 
div(gradu) + -ir^grad(divu) = ^ • (1-35) 
where a is the coefficient of thermal e.xpansion and v is Poisson's ratio. It is convenient to assume a 
displacement vector of the form 
u - grad<t> + u,, (1-36) 
where O is called the thermoelastic displacement potential. 
Substituting Equation (1.36) into Equation (1.35) yields the decoupled set of equations: 
V-cD = pr. (1.37) 
where B s -^-^a. and 
1 - V 
div(gradu,)+-f::^grad(divU|) = 0. (1-38) 
Poisson's equation (1.37) can be solved for the thermoelastic potential, the stress function can be 
found by solving the homogeneous equation (1.38). The non-zero displacements can be written in 
terms of these two functions: 
9 
(1.40) 
The stress tensor can be found from the thermoelastic constitutive relation 
ivu --^a r)i+2^8. (1.41) 
Several fracture problems for cracks in the presence of temperature fields have been solved. 
Olesiak and Sneddon [13] considered the case of a penny-shaped crack in an infinite elastic solid with 
an applied temperature on the crack faces. The problem that they considered was steady-state and 
symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack, which reduces the problem to a semi-infinite body 
with boundary conditions prescribed on its surface, coincident with the plane of the crack. Hankel 
transforms were employed to convert the problem into an ordinary differential equation in the 
variable perpendicular to the plane of the crack. 
The problem of the external crack in an infinite transversely isotropic elastic solid was considered 
by Mahalanabis and Chakrabarti [ 14]. The heat flux and shear stresses over the face of the crack 
were prescribed. Their problem was symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack, and Hankel 
transforms were used. 
1.6 Corrections to LEFM for Local Plastic Behavior 
For small-scale plasticity, linear elastic fracture mechanics can be modified to take this behavior 
into account. This correction is valid as long as the region of plastic behavior is limited to a very 
small region near the tip of the crack, and the global behavior of the material remains elastic. For 
moderate yielding, the stresses remain finite. However, the average of all normal stresses acting in 
the plane of the crack must be the same as the average if plasticity was neglected. Therefore, the 
stress distribution outside of the plastic region will be different than if the plastic behavior was not 
taken into account, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
The Dugdale, or strip-yield, model of plastic behavior [1,4,15] assumes that a region at the crack 
tip lying in the plane of the crack experiences a normal stress equal in magnitude to the yield strength 
of the material, as shown in Figure 1.4. The width of the plastic zone necessary to ensure that the 
stress is nowhere greater than the yield strength must be determined. 
Kassir [16] solved the axially symmetric. Mode HI thermal problem in a linearly elastic-perfectly 
plastic solid. The crack was opened up by an applied heat flux over the surface of the crack. This 
problem is anti-symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack. 
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Figure U: Redistribution of stress due to plastic behavior 
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Figure 1.4: The strip-yield model 
1.7 Objective of this Research 
The problems considered in this work are fracture problems under the influence of an applied 
temperature distribution over the crack face. They are axially symmetric, and involve annular 
external cracks. The geometry is described using cylindrical coordinates, with r the variable in the 
plane of the crack, and r the variable perpendicular to the crack. The origin of this coordinate system 
lies in the plane of the crack and at the centroid of the uncracked portion. The boundary conditions 
are symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack r = 0. which implies that the temperature and 
stress solutions will also be symmetric. Therefore, only half of the body must be considered. The 
displacement in the r-direction of material in the uncracked portion in the plane of the crack must be 
zero in order to maintain this symmetry'. Also implied by this symmetry condition is the requirement 
that the shear stress in this plane be zero. 
The first problem is that of a very long circular cylinder, shown in Figure 1.5. All spatial 
variables are non-dimensionalized with respect to the outside radius of the cylinder. The distance 
from the axis of the cylinder to the physical crack tip is denoted as d. The material is ideally brittle 
elastic, and no correction for plastic behavior is considered. The symmetry condition of zero shear 
II  
Figure 1.5: Long cylinder witli an external circumferential crack 
stress in the plane of the crack reduces the number of unknowns that must be found for the stress 
function. 
In the second problem, an integral transform solution is employed to determine the solution for an 
infinite linearly elastic-perfectly plastic solid with an external crack {Figure 1.6) opened by an applied 
d, 
plastic zone 
Figure 1.6: Infinite elastic-plastic body with an axially symmetric external crack 
temperature on the crack surface. Dugdale's hypothesis will be used to determine the size of the 
plastic zone. It is assumed that a constant uniform tensile yield stress acts over an annular band near 
the crack tip. The temperature distribution, the normal stresses in the plane of the crack, and the 
displacement of the crack surface are found. 
The singular stress at the beginning of the plastic region, and therefore the stress intensity factor, 
is in this case equal to zero. Let be the radial distance from the origin to the start of the plastic 
zone, dj- be the distance from the origin to the physical crack tip, and dp he the distance from the 
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origin to the end of the plastic zone. Two different cases will be considered. For the first case, it is 
assumed that the plastic zone starts at the physical crack tip. and extends over the crack surface 
(= dj<dp ). This is the same assumption used in the solution presented by Kassir [16]. For the 
second case, the plastic zone exists over the uncracked portion of the solid, and ends at the physical 
crack tip (d^ < d^ = d,,). 
The method of integral transforms is used to determine both the temperature field and the stress 
function. The Hankel transform is used in the temperature and the stress function solutions for both 
problems, and it arises due to the a.xial symmetry of the problem. The Fourier transforms arise due to 
the finite radius of the long cylinder, and are therefore not employed in the solution for the infinite 
body. Because the temperature is symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack, the Fourier cosine 
transform is applied to the conduction equation for the long cylinder. The displacement in the z-
direction for the lower half of the body is expected to be the negative of the displacement for the 
upper half Considering the relationship between this displacement and the stress function as given in 
equation (1.33), an anti-symmetric displacement would imply an anti-symmetric stress function. The 
Fourier sine transform is used on the biharmonic equation for the case of the long cylinder in order to 
take this into account. 
The case of the long cylinder is examined in Chapter 2. The problem is then discretized as a 
matrix equation, and a numerical solution is found for several temperature distributions. The solution 
for the infinite problem with the plastic zone correction is presented in Chapter 3. Closed form 
solutions can be determined for some temperature distributions. The crack tip opening displacement 
and the size of the plastic zone is found for three different temperature changes imposed on the crack 
surface. 
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CHAPTER 2. SOLUTION FOR A LINEARLY ELASTIC, BRITTLE MATEIWAL WITH AN 
AXIALLY SYMMETRIC CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK 
2.1 Deflnition of the Problem 
Consider an infinitely long cylinder made of an isotropic linear-elastic, brittle material. The 
cylinder contains a flat external crack that lies in a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. 
Cylindrical coordinates are used to describe the problem, and the coordinates are non-
dimensionalized with respect to the outside radius of the cylinder. Let r and r be the variables in the 
plane of the crack and along the axis of the cylinder, respectively. The origin of this coordinate 
system lies at the intersection of the plane of the crack and the axis of the cylinder. Letc/ be the 
radial distance from the origin to the crack tip. 
Both mechanical and thermal loads are allowed to act along the crack surface. The conditions 
are symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack, so only the range r > 0. will be considered. In 
addition, only conditions that are axially symmetric will be imposed; therefore variations with the 
angular coordinate 0 can be neglected. 
The temperature change from the stress-free state will be denoted by T{rj:). The displacement 
vector u(r. j) has components ur. u^, and u^- The non-zero components of the stress tensor cr(rj:) are 
OfT' cr^. cy-rj Th® svTnmetry of the temperature and stresses with respect to r = 0 gives rise 
to the following boundary conditions. 
(a) The heat flux over the uncracked portion in the plane of the crack must be equal to zero, since 
symmetry of temperature as a function of r implies no temperature differential atr = 0: 
= 0 ,  0 < r < d .  (2 .1)  
d: 
(b) The displacements are expected to be anti-symmetric, that is w.(r,z) = -u.(r,-r) throughout 
the body. In the plane of the crack, this implies that the crack surfaces move away from each other 
in equal amounts, and that the uncracked portion of the material experiences no displacement in the 
r direction: 
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w.(r.O) = 0. Q < r < d .  (2.2) 
(c) Any shear stress present in the plane of the crack on the surface r = 0^ would give rise to a 
shear stress in the opposite direction on the opposing surface z = 0~ . which would then be an anti­
symmetric stress. This implies that the shear stress must be zero in the plane of the crack. 
a^(r.O) = 0. r>0. (2.3) 
In addition, the crack face is subjected to temperature and pressure distributions: 
r(r.O) = r„g,(r), d < r < \ ,  (2.4) 
a„(r.O) = -a„/;(r), d < r < \ .  (2.5) 
The thermal boundary conditions at the outer surface of the cylinder, r = 1. can take one of the 
following forms: 
( I )  A  p r e s c r i b e d  t e m p e r a t u r e  d i s t r i b u t i o n :  T{l.r) 
ani--) (2) A prescribed heat flu.x: 
or 
57(1. r) . , (3) A convection boundary condition: « 7^ - 7{l.r) 
dr 
The mechanical boundary conditions can also occur in various combinations by prescribing one of 
the following sets: 
(1) Normal stress and shear stress on the surface: a^(l.r), CT^(l.r), 
(2) Normal stress and displacement of the surface in the longitudinal direction: a^(l.r). w.(l.r), 
(3) Shear stress and normal displacement of the surface: a^(l,r), "^(U-), 
(4) Normal and longitudinal displacement of the surface: u^(l,r). w-(U-). 
In this work, a prescribed temperature, thermal condition (I), and a prescribed normal stress and 
shear stress, mechanical condition (I), will be considered. The surface boundary conditions at r = 1 
are then expressed as: 
r(l..-) = T^gXz), 0<r<co. (2.6) 
cj^(l.r) = aoCT^(z), 0<r<co. (2.7) 
CT^(l.r) = aoa^(z), 0<2<oo. (2.8) 
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2.2 Development of the Integral Equations 
2.2.1 The conduction problem 
In the linear theory of thermoelasticitv. the temperature field can be determined independently 
from the stresses and displacements. For a steady-state conduction problem with no internal heat 
generation, the governing differential equation is simply Laplace's equation: 
V-r = 0 (2.9) 
The method of integral transforms leads to a general solution to this differential equation of the form 
r « 
r (r.r) = J.-l,(£)/o(cr)cos(^V£ + = (2 .10)  
l i  0 
where is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind, /o(s^) is the zerotli order 
modified Bessel function of the first kind, and .4, [t) and [t) are unknown functions of the 
variable t. These functions must be determined through application of the boundary conditions. 
Applying the boundary conditions of Equations (2.1) and (2.2) yields the following set of integral 
equations: 
r: 
=  0 .  0 < r < d .  (2 .11)  
li 
r. c. 
J ^ J = 7og,(r).  d < r < \ .  (2.12) 
0 0 
These are the dual integral equations for the conduction problem. Equation (2.11) is identically 
satisfied (Appendi.\ 1) if the unknown function .-li (4) has the form: 
I 
.-1,(4) s |T(/)sin{£/yr. (2.13) 
d 
Inserting this into Equation (2.12) yields 
f A,  i^) /o{ t r }dc  j d<r<\ .  (2.14) 
0 
The function T(r) can be removed from Equation (2.14) by taking an Abel transform, and the 
resulting equation can be written as 
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T ( r )  =  --ro^G( r )-h-?.-l,(q)0(r,q)t/^. d<r<\. (2.15) 
K ar Ki 
where 
I 
G(r)Hj-_=^ and Q{r,t) = — ] , ^ • (2.16) 
r VA' r V^' -'•• 
To find .-1, (£) in terms of T(r ). the boundary condition of Equation (2.6) must be applied: 
n c 
j.-<,(£)/„(£)cos(4z)cJ£-J.-i:(4k--Vo(£)dS = 7-o^,{r) .->0 (2.17) 
0 0 
where .-i-.(^) is already known as a function of T(r). We can free from the integral in 
Equation (2.17) by taking the inverse cosine transform (Appendix 1): 
.-l,(^)/,(£) = ^ |ro^,U)-^jt(/)(p,(^./)t//| (2.18) 
jg,(r)cos(^)£fe. (2.19) 
I) 
sm'r T/2 
( p , ( L : ) ^  j e - ' " ' * ' " ' d e +  f e ^ " " " ' c J e .  ( 2 . 2 0 )  
where 
and 
/n = sind (2.21) 
Putting this into the expression for T(r) given in Equation (2.15), we obtain a Fredholm integral 
equation of the kind, which can be written in the following form: 
1 j. 
T(r) = //(r) - J x(OK,{r./)t//. (2.22) 
where 
(2.23) 
and 
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' i m 
(2.24) 
Once x{r )  is determined from the integral equation, the change in temperature anywhere in the 
body can be found. The expression for this temperature change is given as 
r(r.z) = -^| jjT(/)cpr(^,/Vr y cos(£r)^ + J jT(Osin(^ry/ 
" - J 7'oi«(£)cos(4r)^i£ 
^N(0  7  ;  0  -  -  J "7^9  7- 0  cos (4r )c /£  dt. 
where 
y = J = 
0 
as shown in Appendix 2. 
2(^(r-+.---/-)'+4rV 
1/2  
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
2.2.2 Stresses and displacements from the thermoelastic potential and the stress function 
Once the temperature is known, attention can be given to determining the displacement field 
everywhere throughout the body. The displacements are related to the change in temperature through 
the tensor e.xpression 
div(gradu) + -frS^grad(divu) = grad T,  (2.27) 
where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and v is Poisson's ratio for the material. It is 
convenient to assume a displacement vector of the form 
0 = grad(D + u,, (2.28) 
where O is called the thermoelastic displacement potential. Substituting this expression into the 
previous equation yields the decoupled set of equations: 
V-O = pr (2.29) 
I + V 
which is Poisson's equation with Ps a, and 
div(gradu,) + -p:V^grad(divu,) = 0 (2.30) 
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which is a homogeneous vector differential equation. 
We already know the temperature as a function of position. A solution to Poisson's equation, 
given in Appendix 3. gives an expression for the thermoelastic potential: 
**0 0 
where /, (§r) is the first order modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
A solution of the homogeneous vector differential equation [17] can be expressed as a 
biharmonic equation which yields the following stress function which satisfies the boundary 
condition of Equation (2.3): 
jc""{[C| (t) + 2(2 - v)C, (^)]/„{£r) - qrC, (^)/, (^r)}sin(e)i/£ 
0 
-2^1 c-'C,{£)(2v + (2.32) 
i) 
where u is the shear modulus of the material. The non-zero displacements can be written in terms of 
these two functions: 
and 
^ , oO I d-'i 
uAr . : )  =  
or  2|j, drdz  
p t ~  - > i i  
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
d:  2^1  
The stress tensor can be found from the constitutive relation 
a = 2|a-p^{divu--^ar)I + 2fie, (2.35) 
where I is the unit tensor, and e is the strain tensor, which is defined as the symmetric part of grad u. 
The non-zero components of the stress are then given in terms of the thermoelastic potential and the 
stress function: 
( 1 50 5-cD^ 
a,,(r,_-) = -2^ 
r  dr  d ' z  
^(5-cD a-cD^ 
dr - o  z  
5 / ^2  \  5 a 
dz  
1 •1 > > A. 
dr -  )  
-( vV-x- i d x '  dz \  r  dr  y  
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
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f -.1 a-CD 1 gcD 
d ' r  r  dr  ^ 
4- • 
dz (2-v)V^X-f^ oz '  
f  - > 1  ^  \  5 ct> 
drdz  
+ -
dr  
(l-v)V=x-^' 
OZ' 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
2.2.3 The integral equation for the thermoelastic problem 
The dual integral equations are obtained by imposing the boundary conditions at r = 0. Due to 
the symmetry of the problem, the axial displacement of the uncracked portion of the body in the plane 
of the crack is expected to be zero, as given by the boundary condition of Equation (2.2): 
X3 
z/,(r.0) =  2(l-v) j £ - ' C , ( 4 ) J o U / - ) ^ ^  =  0. Q< r <d (2.40) 
0 
We have also allowed for a prescribed pressure to act over the surface of the crack in the boundary 
condition of Equation (2.5): 
a n 
a^(r.O) = -P^ij A, (£)[2/o(£r) + ir/,(^r)]c/^ - puj A,(^)J,(^r)d^ 
0 0 
£ a 
- 2nf c{C, (^)/o(£r) - cra(^)/, (^r)}cJ^ - 2^if C\(^)J,(^r)d^ 
0 0 
= -CToP(r), c/<r<l. (2.41) 
Applying these conditions, we obtain the dual integral equations for the thermoelastic problem: 
0<r  <d  
n 
jc-'C,(O^0UO^=0 
(} 
X} 23 
-p|ij /i,(£)[2/o(&r) + cr/,{£r)^ -P^ij A- , { l ) J  
0 0 
30 30 
-  2Hj  4{C,  (0 /o (£ ' - )  -  (^ ) / ,  { i , r ) ]d t  -  2nJ  =  -<y ,p{r )  
(2.42) 
d  <r  <\  
The first equation is identically satisfied [17] if 
! 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
where F(l) = 0. The second equation can then be written as 
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c 2; 
I£{C,(^)/o(£r) - qrC,(^)/, { i , r ) ]d t  -  jC,(£)yo(£/-)c^ 
0 0 
- .-1, (0[2/o (^r) + cr/, 4- ^ J .^3 (£){^r)d^ = 
d  <r  < \ .  (2.45) 
From the solution to the conduction problem, it is known that 
x: *} 
\A .X t )Mtr )d t  =  T^g , { r ) - \A , { t ) l , { t r )d t ,  d<r<\ .  (2.46) 
I) 0 
This can now be substituted into the expression for the stress boundar>' condition on the crack surface 
given in Equation (2.45): 
n a: 
• 7 j --^i (4)[/o(£^) + , (^r)^ = ^ Tog^ (r). 
d<r<\ .  (2.47) 
Recall that .4, (£) is known in terms of t(/) and the temperature boundary conditions, and t(/) 
is determined from the integral equation for the conduction problem. C, (^) is related to the 
unknown function F{t ) through the relationship defined in Equation (2.44). It now remains to find 
C'l (^) and C\ (£) in terms of the other coefficients by imposing the conditions on the boundary at 
r = I . 0 < r <30. given in equations (2.7) and (2.8). 
JO « 
CT^(l.r) - A, (£)[/o(^) - c/, (£)]cos(£.-)^ - f5^if A,(i)e-
+ 2^1 d [C, (0 3C\ (£)]/o (£) - |(C, (0 + 2(2 - v)C (0) + (4) 
JC, (ey-- - l)y„ (£) - j(2v - 1 + cr) J, (0 
= (^0<^rr( = ) (2.48) 
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a^(l.r) = -p|ij^,(£)/o(a)sin(£r)f/£ - Puj [^)dt 
0 0 
* 
+  2 ^ 1 ( ^ ) / o  ( 0  -  [ Q  ( 0  +  2 C :  ( £ ) ] / ,  ( 0 }  s i n ( ^ ) ^  
0 
c 
-2^jQU)£.-e--V,{£)^ 
0 
= afla^(r) (2.49) 
where J, (£r) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind. We can remove the unknowns C, (c) 
and from inside the integrals by taking an inverse Fourier cosine transform of Equation (2.48) 
and an inverse Fourier sine transform of Equation (2.49) [17], Let /^(£) and /^(^) be functions 
which can be related to C'|(4) and C;.(^) by the following expressions: 
/^(0 = a^(£)C,U) + (3„U)C,(4), (2.50) 
where 
It follows that 
/..U) = n^(^) + -
K 
i/,U) = a,(^)C,(0 + P.(4)C:{q), 
a^U) = c/oU)-/,(£), 
P^(£) = 3£/o(4)-(2(2-V) + 4^)/,(4), 
a,(0 = -/,(0^ 
p,{0 = 4/oU)-2/,U). 
and 
.""</• </ J ^ 0 
where the functions r|^(4) and r|^(4) are defined in terms of -4,(4): 
n^(4)^|4^,(4)/oU)-
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
+ +^^ja^{z)cos(cr)cfe (2.56) 
 ^I ! n 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 
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The other functions that appear in Equations (2.56) and (2.57). in the integrals over the crack surface 
from to 1. are given by the following expressions: 
x!l 
-  ( l  -  c  -  c " / ) / w  +  5 / w "  e  +  ( l  -  -  q "  ) m  + q / / r  
H- J[4'' 4-(l + 
Sin '^ j 
(p^'(S./)s i[4(' -s^) + (2v-c/-c")/w-c/w"j^""''^"''^36 
t )  
Sin ' / 
* J[f {I - 5,) - (2 V - c/ - 4^)-» - 5-"-' ]e 
0 
J'j^£(I + qr) + (2v + £/-c")/M-q/w" 
"im ' I  
( r.:2 s i n ' ;  
) S -^ - J [{I - c/ )/n - qffj- ]e? "-'"""i/B 4- I [(1 - qr)/w + q/n-
^ U 
rt,'2 
-r J^(l + —cwi" 
dQ 
(2.60) 
9 
'""""de. 
-ml 
(2.61) 
dQ 
(2.62) 
and 
(p 
sin / 
|[^(2-c/)/n-c/w"]<.'''"^""c/0- J[(2-cr)/n + q/n"]t'"""""'' 
0 0 
t 
+ 1^(2 
dQ 
(2.63) 
where m s sinG as previously stated for the conduction problem. 
This results in a set of two simultaneous equations which can be solved for the functions C, (4) 
and C2(§): 
Q i ^ )  =  
Q(e) = 
! 
A(^) 
1 
M ^ )  
P.(4)/.U)-P„.U)i/.{0 (2.64) 
(2.65) 
where 
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A(0^a^U)3.U)-a^U)3„(£)=£-[/o(e)]'-[2(l-v) + q-][/,(4)f. 
To simplify the resulting expressions, the following functions can be defined: 
^J<^rr(-)cos(e)c£:s 
We can then express the functions /^(£) and f^{t)zs 
/,,(£) = T1^(£) + -
T/^(4) = Tn^(s)--
c. c :t 
It follows that 
C, U) = ^|P^(£)ti„(£) - - P.U)S.(&)1 
•1 j F(/)[p^(Oq>';;'{^.0 - P..U)<p'i'(£^')]^' 
and 
1 [ 
<^'2(4j=^^^|-«rTU)n,r(4)+«rr(4)Tn^(4) + ^[-a;TU)®rr(4) + arr(4)S;z(s)] 
J  
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
(2.70) 
(2.71) 
(2.72) 
Substituting these e.xpressions, as well as those for ti^(^) and rir:(^)' ^^e integral equation 
given in Equation (2.47), the following is obtained: 
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if(6,(£)/„(4r) + 6,(eKr/,(£r)^ 
^ ~ J 0 
J 0 
^jc\(£)y„(cr)c^-^p(r)-^g,(r) (2.73) 
where 
1 1 5,(£) = ^ A(4)]p7-oi,(£) 
^2a„c[p^(£)&^(4)-p„(4)&.(4)]), (2.74) 
5,(£) = ^ ^([£a,(4)[/o{4) - c/,(4)] - 4a.(4) + A(£)]prog,(4) 
+2ao4[a,(4)3.(4)-ct.^(4)».(4)l). (2.75) 
'^r'(4-^)=T^ 
.^(4) 
(0 y'(4.0 = — 
A(4) 
-[P^(£)(/o(£)-c/,(£))-P^{4)/O(4)]^^^^ 
^[p^(£)9i:'(4-0-P^(4 )cpll'(4-0]J-^^^^^- (2.76) 
-[arr(4)(/o(4) - 4/| (4)) - a^(4)/o(4)] 
^[a^(^)(p'j.H4-0-"^(4)9^'(4>0]j- • (2.77) 
co'r'(4,0 = ^[p J4)cpl;'(4./) - P.(4)9l:'(4,0] ^ (2-78) 
OJ2''(4.0 = ^ ^[".r(4)(P^r;'(4.0-arr(4)9l;'(4^')]- (2.79) 
Since 
% ( £ )  =  c j F ( t ) c o s i { t t ) d t .  (2.80) 
it can also be shown [ 17] that 
J= f ^(/)f ccos(lj)Jo(^)^^^ ^ -f F'(/)^=^==. 
0 J  n  r  ^  I '  ~  
This expression can then be substituted into the integral equation of Equation (2.73). 
^J(5,(^)/,(£r)-6:(4)cr/,(^r))t/£ 
'J 
* " • ,) 
(2.81) 
i i  '  
J 0 
-I^V) =  =  ^ p { r ) - ^ g A r ) .  
V/--r- - P -  -
(2.82) 
The only remaining unknown in this equation is the function F ( t ) .  We can apply an appropriate 
Abel transform to Equation (2.82) to obtain 
1 I R ' ' 
') I 
R ' ' 
5,(£) +-^1 t( / ) coI"(4.0'^^ -  jF ( i ) ( £ i ^ { \ t . i ) d t  \crc 
2 g, !• 2 pT-p 
^  \  y i K -  - r -  -  -
G { r )  
or 
nr) = ^r) JT(OK,(r.Oc/r j F(/)K:,(r./)t// . 
The term 
P ( > - )  =  -  - ^ G { r )  -  ^  J )5, (£)+C9. (r4)5, 
(2.83) 
(2.84) 
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involves only the boundary conditions on the crack faces and on the outside surface of the cylinder. 
This can be considered the driving term. The kernel in the integral of the function x{r) over the 
crack face in Equation (2.83) is given as 
fr 
K,(r.;) = J{^a'--4)col''(£./)+c^:(r4)coi;''(4./)}c£. (2.85) 
0 
and the kernel in the integral of the unknown function F ( r )  over the crack face is given as 
r: 
• (2.86) 
0 
where the expressions ( r.i) and are Abel transforms of the modified Bessel functions: 
ci,(r.c)^]-j==^, (2.87) 
r  v / v "  - r -
, (--88) 
i  V / . -  - / • -
2.2.4 Non-dimensionalize with respect to the material properties and applied temperatttre 
In order to solve the problem in general, define the following functions: 
jr 
T, 
and 
Ur)^—Tir) (2.89) 
— irt
F(r)^^F{r). (2.90) 
P'O 
The corresponding integral equation can now be written in terms of these functions as 
% )  =  P { r )  - f T(f)K, { r j ) d t  - f F { t ) K . { r . c ) d c  .  (2.91) 
i i 
where 
P { r )  =  ^ P { r ) .  (2.92) 
P-'o 
Also note that the conduction integral equation can be written as 
T{r)= //(r)—=r f T(r)K7-(r./)f//. (2.93) 
Jt" , 
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where 
H{r)  =  ^ H{r ) .  (2.94) 
~'ri 
23 Numerical Solution of the Integral Equations 
2.3.1 Discretization of the thermal and the thermoelastic integral equations 
By evaluating the integral equation at a number of discrete points, 
(2.95) 
a set of equations can be obtained: 
e(p,) = ^(p,)-.V/^(p,,pJ^(pJ, (2.96) 
f-(p,) = %)-.V/,(p„pJi(p,)-M,(p„p,)/-(p,). (2.97) 
Note that 
1 
K' 
T 
•X' 
2 
71" 
where is the weight function which depends on the quadrature rule used. These equations can be 
expressed in matrix form: 
[I + IVIj.]t = H, (2.101) 
[l + MjF = P-M,f. (2.102) 
which can be solved using the methods of linear algebra. Notice that I is the identity matrix,M . 
M, and M, are matrices associated with the kernels of the respective integrals evaluated at the 
discrete points, t and F are vectors consisting of values for t(r) and F{r) at the quadrature points, 
and H and P are vectors which arise from evaluating the fuctions H{r) and P{r) at these points. 
>^7(p,-P,) = ^ M',K,(p,.p,), (2.98) 
• 
•mp,-P,) = ^ M'^K.,(p,,p,), (2.99) 
TC" 
.V/,(p,,P,) = -4vv,K,(P,,P,). (2.100) 
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2.3.2 Overcoming difficulties in the numerical solution of the equations 
While integrating over the semi-infinite interval that arises in determining the matrix elements 
from the kernel expressions, a problem is encountered at 4 = 0 • since the term that shows up in the 
denominator. A(4), becomes zero at that value. Therefore the behavior of the individual terms for 
small argument must be determined. This analysis is given in Appendix 4. 
To insure that the integrals involved in the matrix elements converge, it is necessary that the 
integrands of the kernel integrals go appropriately to zero as c -> oo . In addition, difficulty arises 
when evaluating some of the constituent functions numerically as the variable c becomes large. This 
difficulty is particularly evident in the (p's. Therefore, expressions for these and other functions must 
be determined for large values of the argument. This is given in Appendi.x 5. 
Tlie modified Bessel functions behave poorly for large values of the argument. For that reason, 
the e.xponentially scaled modified Bessel functions, defined as 
r„(x)^e-'I„{x), (2.103) 
is used in the numerical calculations. This affects all factors in the kernel except the (p's. The 
expressions for these in terms of the exponentially scaled functions are given in Appendix 6. 
The kernel also becomes difficult to evaluate at the point r = I. Therefore, the matrix equation 
should be constructed such that this point is not included in the analysis. However, information is 
required at the left endpoint. which is the location of the crack tip. This makes a standard Gaussian 
quadrature undesirable. A Radau quadrature rule, which includes the left endpoint but excludes the 
endpoint on the right is used to obtain the results presented in the following sections. 
2.4 Numerical Results 
2.4.1 Results for some specific cases 
Tlie thermal and thermoelastic integral equations, as formulated in matrix form, are solved for 
several values of crack depth. The stresses and applied temperature difference on the outside surface 
of the cylinder are zero. Three different applied temperatures are considered: 
I — r (a) A linear temperature distribution: g^ { r )  =  
1  — a  
l - r '  (b) A quadratic temperature distribution: gc('') = r • 
l — d' 
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(c) An inverse square temperature distribution: g^ir) = ^ ;— . 
\ -d '  r '  
In ail cases, the temperature decreases from the stress-free temperature state, the maximum 
magnitude of the temperature difference occurs at the crack tip, and the difference is zero at the 
outside of the cylinder to avoid a discontinuity in the temperature field at this point. Graphs of these 
distributions for d - 0.1 are shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Temperature distributions over the crack surface 
Results for these cases using a 32 point Radau quadrature rule are summarized in Figures 2.2 
through 2.7. Note that the solution to the thermoelastic integral equation goes to zero as the radius 
approaches I for all cases, as expected from the definition of F. Also notice that, for very shallow 
cracks, such as for d = 0.99, the solutions for the linear and inverse square temperature distributions 
are nearly the same. 
2.4.2 Stress intensity factors 
Because the stress intensity factor is a commonly used parameter in fracture mechanics, an 
expression for it in terms of the solution to the integral equation is desirable. Employing the method 
used by Sneddon in [11], the following can be defined: 
k= lim VaVrf-r a_(r.O), (2.104) 
r-~¥j 
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where d  - r  i s  equivalent to the polar coordinate in the radial direction that appears in equation (1.4) 
for 9 = 0, and a is the radius of the cylinder. 
The stress CT_(r,0) is given by the expression 
a^(r.O) = -=^ l(r) - - 2^j(2.105) 
where 
M'-) = V1((ol"(£)/„(£r) + col" {%r))cl^dt 
"J I) 
1 X 
+ jF(Oj((ol-'(^)/oU/-) + o)S,-'U)§r/,(^r))^^r. (2.106) 
a 0 
The integral l{r) exists and is finite for 0 < r < 1. Therefore 
lim - Jay jd - r  l(r) = 0 . (2.107) 
Also note that 
X) ( c 
j = I "^(0 j sin(^r)yo(4'')^ dt 
I) <7 0 
u  V / - - r -
= rx'(r)ln(/ + y j r  - r -  j 
^ i/ 
=  T ' ( I ) l n ( U  V l - r " ) - x ' {d ) ln(£/ + ^ d '  -r"). (2.108) 
If t(/) has a continuous, tmite derivative in the interval [<3^.1 ], then the expression of Equation 
(2.108) is finite, and 
X) 
lim A(4)yo(4r)t^=0. (2.109) 
r-^d J 
0 
This is the case also if the derivative of x(/) has a finite number of discontinuities, although Equation 
(2.109) would have to be changed to reflect this. 
The remaining non-zero term in Equation (2.105) is 
J  C 3  {^ )Utr )cK ,  =  - - "  1 7 ^ % ^ ' '  Q<r<d.  (2 .110 )  
0 y jd ' - r '  
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If F{ t )  is analytic, then 
Therefore, 
l im  - JqyJd  - r  \  ^ ^=dt =  0  .  
i 
(2.111) 
k  = lim - JayJd-r  
4d^  
f -  H d )  
= lim 2^-^/g , 
r-*J' -Jd + r 
= jaV2 Va M Vj 
V2V^ 
F{d)  
(2 .112)  
n 4d 
The stress intensity factor, defined in Equation (1.5), in terms of the solution to the integral equation 
F{d)  (2.113) 
F{d)  
Graphs of the variation of ^ with the distance to the crack tip d  for the three temperature 
•Jd  
distributions considered in section 2.4.1 are shown in Figure 2.8. 
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CHAPTER 3: THERMAL PLASTIC ZONE SIZE IN AN INFINITE SOLID WITH 
AN EXTERNAL AXIALLY SYMMETRIC CRACK 
3.1 Definition of the Problem 
Consider an infinite, isotropic elastic-plastic body containing a flat external crack. Cylindrical 
coordinates are used to describe the problem. Let r and z be the variables in the plane of the crack 
and perpendicular to the crack, respectively. The origin of this coordinate system lies in the plane of 
the crack and at the centroid of the uncracked portion. Let be the radial distance from the origin 
to the start of the plastic zone, dy be the distance from the origin to the physical crack tip. and dp be 
the distance from the origin to the end of the plastic zone. Two different cases will be considered: 
Case One: The plastic zone starts at the physical crack tip, and extends over the crack surface. 
In this case, d^ = dj<d,,. This is the same assumption used in the solution presented by Kassir. 
Case Two: The plastic zone exists over the uncracked portion of the solid, and ends at the 
physical crack tip. In this case, d^ < dj = d,,. 
Both mechanical and thermal loads are allowed to act along the crack surface. The conditions 
are symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack, so only the semi-infinite body, r > 0, will be 
considered. In addition, only conditions which are axially symmetric will be imposed, therefore 
variations with the angular coordinate 0 can be neglected. 
The temperature change from the stress-free state will be denoted by T{r j : ) .  The displacement 
vector n{r,z) has components ur, Ug, and wt. The non-zero components of the stress tensor a(rj:) are 
arr- cfee, <^zz, and csrz- The symmetry of the temperature and stresses with respect to r = 0 gives rise 
to the following boundary conditions: 
ar(r.o) 0<r (3.1) 
dz  
M.(r.O) = 0. 
a^(r.O) = 0, 
0 < r < y, 
r>0 .  
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
In addition, the crack face is subjected to a temperature and pressure distribution: 
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r(r.O) = T^g{r ) .  r xJ j - .  (3.4) 
c^=(''-0) = -Pif)- f>ds- (3.5) 
3.2 Solution to the General Problem 
3.2.1 The heat conduction problem 
In the linear theory of thermoelasticity. the temperature field can be determined independent of 
the stresses and displacements. For a steady-state conduction problem with no internal heat 
generation, the governing differential equation is simply Laplace's equation. The method of integral 
transforms leads to a general solution to this differential equation of the form 
3C 
T[r . z )  = jA i t ) e - ' -M^)d l .  (3.6) 
0 
Application of the boundary' conditions found in Equations (3.1) and (3.4) leads to the following set 
of dual integral equations: 
r. 
j  cA{ t }Jo i t r )d t  =  0 .  0<r<dj . .  (3.7) 
0 
r: 
^  A{ t )Jn ( t r )dc  =  rog(r). r>dj .  (3.8) 
0 
Equation (3.7) is identically satisfied if has the form 
c 
A{ t )  =  |T(/)sin(£r)i/r. (3.9) 
Equation (3.8) can then be written as 
1 x{ t ) - ^L==r^g{r ) ,  d r<r .  (3.10) 
"v'" - f  
Using an Abel transform. Equation (3.10) can be solved for the unknown function T(r): 
t(r) = (3.11) 
7T d t  
where 
= (3.12) 
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Once T(/) has been determined, the temperature at any point can be found. In particular, in the 
plane of the crack over the uncracked portion. 
2T, I 1 dG{ l )  T ( r .Q)  =  -^f ^ ^ "7'V/. r<dr .  (3.13) 
^  L f - r -  dt  
3.2.2 The thermoelastic problem 
Once the temperature is known, the displacement field can be determined. The displacements 
are related to the change in temperature through the tensor expression 
div(gradu) + -p:!^grad{diva) = grad T. (3.14) 
where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and v is Poisson's ratio. It is convenient to assume a 
displacement vector of the form 
u = gradO + u,, (3.15) 
where tt> is called the thermoelastic displacement potential. Substituting Equation (3.15) into 
Equation (3.14) yields the decoupled set of equations: 
V-cD = pr. (3.16) 
where B s -!-^a. and 
1 - V 
div(gradu,)-r-p5-7grad(divu|) = 0. (3.17) 
A solution to Poisson's equation (3.16) gives an expression for the thermoelastic potential; 
£. 
cD(r..-) = -^Jc--.-l(e)(I + cr)e--/o(4r)d^. (3.18) 
~ 0 
A solution of the homogeneous equation (3.17) yields the following stress ftinction. which satisfies 
the boundary condition of Equation (3.3): 
X(r.r) = -2nJe-r(4)(2v + c--)e-'-Vo(4r)^. (3.19) 
The non-zero displacements can be written in terms of these two functions: 
oO 1 o'x 
dr 2|u ordz 
\ 
(3.21) 
The stress tensor can be found fi-om the constitutive relation for the material: 
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cr - 2^-p:^(div^i--i^ar)I + 2^e. (3.22) 
where n is the shear modulus, I is the unit tensor, and e is the strain tensor, which is defined as the 
symmetric part of grad 0 . 
The boundary conditions of Equations (3.2) and (3.5) involve the displacement and the 
normal stress a^. The expressions for these are 
^ J4-'C(£)[2(l - v) + . (3.23) 
" 0  0  
» 3C 
a^(r._-) = -Qs i \A{ ' t ) [ \ ^cz ]e - -JrX^r )d t  -  2^jJ , { t r )d t .  (3.24) 
0 0 
In the plane of the crack, these are given as 
c 
u,{r,0) = yc-'C{l,)[2{\-v)]j,{lr)dt, (3.25) 
0 
X <3 
a^(r.O) = -p^j A{ t )M^)d t  -  2ujC{l )J , { ^ )d t . (3.26) 
0 0 
The dual integral equations for the thermoelastic problem are obtained by applying these boundary 
conditions: 
I 
^ - C { t ) J ^ { ^ ) d t  = 0. Q < r < d s .  0 . 2 7 )  
0 
~ 0 0 
Equation (3.27) is identically satisfied if C(t) has the form 
^]c{ l ) Jn{^ )cK,  =  ~p{r ) ,  r>d^ .  (3.28) 
C(^) = 4 jF{/)cos(4/)^^/. (3.29) 
where 
limF(f) = 0. (3.30) 
I-¥03 
Substituting Equations (3.9) and (3.29) into Equation (3.28) yields 
• o x  f t  * 3  .  
^ \x{ t ) \ jo{ i , r ) s in{e , l )d^d t  F ' { t ) ^  Jo{^}sm( l t )d^d t  =  —p(r} ,  r>d , .  (3.31) 
• Jj 0 Js 0 
Equation (3.31) can be solved for the function F{t\ depending on which case for the model of plastic 
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behavior is considered. Assuming that crack-tip blunting occurs zx.r = dp, and that the crack tip 
opening displacement is equal to u(dp). consider the displacement of the crack outside the plastic 
zone. In terms of the function F{t\ the displacement is 
z/,(r.O) = 2(l-v)f-^y^. r>dp. (3.32) 
The normal stress in the plane of the crack can also be expressed in terms of F { t ) :  
r^(r.O) = r<./,. (3.33) 
4 r - r - )  
3 J Solution of the Two Cases 
3.3.1 Solution of case one 
If it is assumed that the physical crack tip coincides with the start of the plastic zone (dp = d^). 
then Equation (3.31) can be written as 
(3.34) 
First change the variable r to a 
I . A > J,. (3.35) 
i Vr-/.- -
Operate on this equation with the Abel transform ^dk-j===: 
r - r -
11'"''' I  - •  r > d , .  (3.36) 
V/" - A." Va." -r- -M-
where 
(3.37, 
, VA." - f -
In order to solve Equation (3.36), the integral is evaluated as follows: 
dt Xdk f ^,/ \ f 
^dt 
40 
=  ^ ] F ' { t ) d t  =  - ^ F { r ) ,  (3.38) 
smce 
r hJk K 
I (3.39) 
! VA.--r- y j r - k '  2 
Solving for F(r) yields 
F(r) = —/'(r)--^G(r), r > c i , .  (3.40) |j,jt 
Assuming perfectly plastic behavior after yielding, uniform tension a,, exists throughout the plastic 
region. Let d,, locate the end of the plastic region, such that 
p { r )  =  - a ^ H { d p - r ) .  ' ' > d ^  (3.41) 
where H i d j ,  - r )  is the Heaviside, or unit step, function. In this case. 
P { r )  =  a , y l d j . - r ' H ( d , - r ) .  (3.42) 
Equation (3.40) can be written as 
F ( r  I  =  - — J d p - r '  H ( d p  - r ) -  ^ ^ G { r ) .  r  >  d ^  .  
IJ.JI Tt 
(3.43) 
For plastic deformation, the stress is no-where singular. Therefore, the stress intensity factor at 
the start of the plastic region should be zero. Assuming the location of the physical crack tip is 
known, the resulting equation can be solved for d,.. the end of the plastic region. The plastic zone 
width, non-dimensionalized with respect to the distance to the physical crack tipc/j-. is given as 
_  d p - d ,  _  d , . - d s  _  I , (  y G K ) ^ -
CO I — -1. (3.44) 
J dr c/.v ]l [ c/.v 
where y s Pjj.7^/cto . Define the following nondimensional displacement terms: 
(3-45) 
(I-vjcTo dj. 
and 
a.(r). • (3.46) 
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where K and F are elliptic integrals of the first kind, E is an elliptic integral of the second kind, and 
sin"'(c/y/£/p ). This function evaluated at the end of the plastic region is given as 
(3.47) 
The nondimensional crack displacement can be expressed as 
Y  f  G ( t ) c / t  
1 
• r  7T 
r > d p  .  (3.48) 
The elastic normal stress in the plane of the crack, normalized with respect to the yield stress, reduces 
to 
CT'j'(r.O) = 
' 0  
= —sm 
71 
-yG(C/v) 
P l - r -
r < . (3.49) 
S.i.2 Solution of case two 
If the assumption is made that the plastic zone ends at the physical crack tip {dj- = dp ), Equation 
(3.31) can be written as 
P f . . d t  }  .  d t  H  f  x { , ) ^ £ = - f  F ' ( t ) ^ = —  =  — P { r ) -
dt 
d ^  < r  < d , . .  
r > dr 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
Again, change the variable r to /. in both equations. Operate on the first resulting equation with the 
li P  ^ ^ ^ 
transform f d ^  , . and on the second resulting equation with the transform [ d k  = r .  
p f f I  \  f f 
2|i 
137-0 
d ^  < r  < d p .  
r > d p .  
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
where 
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i  y / l ' - r '  
and P(r )  and G(r) are defined as previously given. Making use of the following results: 
f  r , ( , )  / '  ^  f  t ( , ) f  ,  d , .  
11 4^ -1^}-r'- i 'i 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
A.£^A. k c / k  d t .  
and 
7 Kclk 
.  ,  = - s m  
i 
rcosu  
17^  
a n ' t / f . / /  
= Sin 
«ssm r ' f  
^ t ' 
/ -  - d p -
•> T [ '  - r '  
\ / 
the following is obtained: 
d t  V f Xcfk  27-0 f 
J  J  / :  Lz  -  ""TJ  
r J,. Va -r" ^ 
/ 1  
JT . Sin •t 
2 1  r  - r -
J  J  n o =  T  J  - T 1  ' = • • 0 ^ '  -  J  
• I t .  Vr - / . -  \ lA - - r -  -  r  - J ,  \  [ r  
, f dp 
= ^ F(r ) -  j sin"' ^^-r-^F'{t)dt . 
Up 
Solving Equations (3.48) and (3.49) for F{r ) , the integral equation is expressed as: 
r i r )  =  ± " ( ^M 
i A--r- ,{ 
2 f . sm 
71 . .1 /- -i/p 
- - s i n  '  ^  •» "> 
r -r" 
±cm 
r -r" 
i Vx.- -r- ^ 
G(r). 
d^  <r  <dp .  
r>dp .  
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
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For t  >d , , .  
(j.:t at 7t at (3.62) 
Substituting this expression into Equation (3.60) yields 
F{r )  =  — P{r ) - ^  f s in '  j ^ - ^^P( t ) c / t ^ ^  d ,<r<d , .  (3.63) 
firt (i7t" J  \  t '  - r '  a t  K f at 
I t ' - c l , '  d  ?>To Y 
dr. 
F(r) = —P(r)-^G(r), (J-Jt Tt 
r>d , , .  (3.64) 
Let the prescribed stress assume the form given in Equation (3.41). Equations (3.63) and (3.64) then 
become 
F{r )  =  - ^ ^d l - r '  - ^G{dr ) .  |iJt rt d^<r  <dp .  (3.65) 
F{r )  =  - i iG(r ) .  r>dp .  (3.66) 
Setting the stress intensity factor at the start of the plastic zone to zero, the width of the plastic 
zone, non-dimensionalized with respect to the distance to the physical crack tip, is given as 
CO 
^ d , . -ds  ^  d , . -ds  ^  L  ^  
dr dn V I J 
(3.67) 
The crack, displacement can be expressed as 
»i-'(r.O) = -
dp 
r  >  dp  .  (3.68) 
where a s sin ' {dp / r ) ,  and a,s sin ' {d^ / r ) . The elastic normal stress in the plane of the crack 
reduces to 
a'J'(r.O) = a'i'C-.O) 2 = —sm 
71 
-yOK-) 
• J d f - r '  
r < d^ . (3.69) 
That the stresses are nowhere singular is demonstrated in Appendix 7. 
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3.4 Some Specific Examples of Prescribed Temperatures 
3.4.1 Inverse square of the distance 
Assume that the temperature distribution over the physical crack surface is expressed as 
g{r )  -  - 4 .  
r '  
Then 
1  r  
which implies that 
and 
dr 
-I 
The temperature distribution is given by the expression 
1 - , I -  4 -r(r.O) = 
The width of the plastic zone for each case is given as 
and 
•T\ 
r < i/, . 
The variation of the width of the plastic zone as a function of the parameter y is shown in Figure 3.1. 
For small values of y (less than 0.1), the values of co for the two cases differ by less than 2.5 percent. 
However, as y increases, the difference between the values of co becomes more apparent. 
The displacement of the crack surface, r> dp, is given by the expression 
, K' 
"^2 = i - A i i - y —  
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
(3.73) 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
r4"(ro) = -
K 
K ds . 
—V —In 
2  '  r  
(3.76) 
for the first case, and by 
Ml-'(r.O) = -
7t 
K 
7^ 
(3.77) 
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Figure 3.1: Plastic zone width as a function of y for a temperature distribution proportional 
to the inverse square of the distance from the axis of radial symmetry 
for the second case. The crack tip opening displacements for each case are expressed as 
= y —In 
n  
(3.78) 
and 
\ - y 
K 
-a,, 
V  J 
The elastic normal stresses in the plane of the crack over the uncracked portion of the specimen 
r < d^. are given as 
(3.79) 
a'i'(r.O) = —sin' 
7T 
fy 
' - ( f r f -  i :  
(3.80) 
for the first case, and as 
a^J*(r,0) = —sin 
TT 
-I fy 
-(tr 
(3.81) 
for the second case. 
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3.4.2 Constant over an annular region 
An annular region of the crack face is maintained at a constant temperature below the reference 
state such that 
g{r )  = -H[a-r ) .  (3.82) 
Then 
which implies that 
For r  <a .  
G{r )  =  -Va"  - r -  H{a  -  r ) ,  
i y j r - - r  
and for r>a .  
where a, s sin"'(c/^/r). and a.,^ = %\n'\djla). The temperature distribution is 
y ja ' - r -
The width of the plastic zone for each case is given as 
/"(r.O) = - — 7^ sin" 
K 
and 
CO. 
(3.83) 
(3.84) 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
(3.88) 
,, = (3.89) 
where p s a /d j - .  As  expected, the wider the annular region of constant temperature, the wider the 
plastic region, and the more slowly the two solutions begin to differ. The variations of this width 
with y for values of p = 2 and p = 4 are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, 
The displacement of the crack surface, r>  dp ,  i s  given by the expression 
"r" M)=f jy +"oWj - dp  <r  <a ,  (3.90) 
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Figure 3.2: Plastic zone width as a function of y for a temperature distribution 
constant over an annular region, p = 2 
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Figure 33: Plastic zone width as a function of y for a temperature distribution 
constant over an annular region, p = 4 
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71 d. 
- 'I )) ^ "«('') r > a ,  (3.91) 
for the first case, and bv 
"'"(/••0) = ^ {y[vP^("„ - "v)  +  p (^ (7) -^ ( f , c t j )  +Wo( ' - )}  d p < r < a ,  (3.92) 
K 
rU ft 
A)('') r > a .  (3.93) 
for the second case. The crack tip opening displacements for each case are expressed as 
^ 
+ UoK) (3.94) 
and 
) = -|YV p" - ' f T~"'P]^"«('•) (3.95) 
The elastic normal stresses in the plane of the crack over the uncracked portion of the specimen, 
r < . are given as 
CT'i*(r.O) = —sin' 
7t 
'Vp' (3.96) 
for the first case, and by 
a'i'{r.O) = —sin 
7C 
'Vp' 
• - ' ^ 7  
(3.97) 
for the second case. 
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3.4.3 Exponentially decaying 
The temperature difference decays exponentially from a maximum absolute value at the tip of the 
crack: 
g{r) = (5.98) 
where c is some constant. Then 
G{r) = ~e"''rK,{cr}. (3.99) 
which implies that 
G(cJr) = -e"''drK,{cdr). (3.100) 
and the temperature distribution is 
.  > 2 J }ctK^(ct)dt T{r.Q) = — \  . 
^ J. ylf-r-
r  < d j .  (3.101) 
where ATg and are modified Bessel functions of the second kind. The width of the plastic zone for 
each case is given as 
CO, = ^l-rle^'^K^icds)]' - (3.102) 
and 
• (3.103) 
The slower the rate of temperature decay, the wider the plastic region, as is expected, and the more 
slowly the two solutions begin to differ. This is indicated in Figure 3.4. 
The displacement of the crack surface. /• > c/,.. is given by the expression 
wi"(rO) = -
71 
(3.104) 
for the first case, and bv 
ui2)(r.0) = -
K 
.'•''KAcd,){a, -a , )*  
for the second case. The crack tip opening displacements for each case are e.xpressed as 
(3.105) 
« r 'K)  =  -
71 
J 7-^—rn7r+"oWp) (3.106) 
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Figure 3.4: Plastic zone width as a function of y for an exponentially decaying 
temperature 
and 
' (^'/') = ^1 (ci/p)[ ^  - a ,p J + lio ) (3.107) 
The elastic normal stresses in the plane of the crack over the uncracked portion of the specimen. 
r < , are given as 
a'i'(r.O) = — sin ' Y (3.108) 
for the first case, and by 
CT^i*(r,0) = —sin 
71 
- 1  
ye'"'AT,(erf,) 
' - ' t  
(3.109) 
for the second case. 
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CHAPTER 4: ESTIMATING THERMAL PLASTIC ZONE SIZE IN THE 
CYLINDER OF FINITE RADIUS 
4.1 Extension to the Solation for the Cylinder of Finite Radios 
The size of the thermal plastic zone in a cylinder of finite radius can be easily estimated assuming 
that the plastic zone exists over the surface of the crack. The analysis performed in Chapter 2 is 
extended to include a constant tensile stress in an annulus surrounding the crack tip, equal in 
magnitude to the yield strength of the linearly elastic-perfectly plastic material: 
p{r) = -cSnH(dp-r). d<r<\. d<dp<\. (4.1) 
The distance from the central axis to the end of the plastic region is denoted by dp .  If the boundar>' 
conditions on the outside of the cylinder are all zero, the driving term of the integral equation is given 
by the expression 
= ^ ^dl-r'H{d, - r ) - i^C(r ) .  
;r|a. 7t 2 
The driving term in the non-dimensional equation is given as 
=  - r - H { d p  - r ) - G { r ) .  (4.3) 
where 
y (4.4) 
as defined in Chapter 3. 
With this addition to the driving term, the method of Chapter 2 can be used to solve the integral 
equations in matri.x form as given in Equations (2.101) and (2.102). Using again a 32 point Radau 
quadrature rule, the width of the plastic zone for a given value of the parameter y is found by an 
iterative process. The value of dp that makes the stress intensity factor zero locates the end of the 
plastic zone. This is determined by finding the value of dp that yields F(p,) = F{d) = 0.  
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The plastic zone width relative to the crack depth is defined as 
= , , • (4-^) 
1  — a  
Because the assumption has been made that the region of plastic behavior occurs over the surface of 
the crack where the temperature has been prescribed, it is necessary that be small enough to make 
this assumption reasonable. The plastic zone width relative to the radius of the uncracked portion is 
defined as 
(4.6) 
Dugdaie's hypothesis is a correction to the linear elastic solution, rather than a complete non-linear 
plastic analysis. It is thus necessary that the plastic zone be much smaller than the uncracked portion 
of the cylinder. Therefore. w„ must be small enough to ensure that the elasticity solution is valid. 
4.2 Discussion of tiie Results 
Two different temperature distributions were considered in calculations to determine the size of 
the plastic zone: 
(a) A linear temperature distribution: gr(r) = —^^. 
1 - a 
(b )  .4  quadra t ic  t empera ture  d i s t r ibu t ion :  g^{r )  =  —^^ .  
I —d' 
Graphs of the variation of the plastic zone width with the parameter y are given for various crack 
depths and both temperature distributions in Figures 4.1 through 4.4. Notice that the width of the 
plastic zone increases more rapidly with y for the quadratic temperature distribution than it does for 
the linear distribution. This is expected, since the quadratic function involves a larger temperature 
change over the surface of the crack. 
Assume that the width of the plastic zone must remain below one tenth of either the depth of the 
crack or the radius of the uncracked portion. For the quadratic temperature distribution and a deep 
crack oi d = O.l. the first restriction leads us to the conclusion that the maximum magnitude of the 
temperature change must cause y to remain below a value of about 0.25, while the second restriction 
requires that y stay below about 0.06. Therefore, in order to insure that both situations are satisfied, y 
must be kept below a value of 0.06. 
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Figure 4.1: Plastic zone width relative to the crack depth for the linear 
temperature distribution 
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Figure 4.2: Plastic zone width relative to the radius of the uncracked portion for 
the linear temperature distribution 
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Figure 4 J: Plastic zone width relative to the crack depth for the quadratic 
temperature distribution 
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Figure 4.4: Plastic zone width relative to the radius of the uncracked portion for 
the quadratic temperature distribution 
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Graphs of the integral equation solution F{r) for a crack depth of = 0,5 and various values of y 
are given for the linear temperature distribution in Figure 4.5 and for the quadratic temperature 
distribution in Figure 4.6. Graphs of the solution to the elastic-plastic integral equation for both 
temperature distributions with d = 05 and y = 0.4 are compared to the solutions for the brittle elastic 
solution in Figure 4.7. The elastic-plastic solutions vary from the brittle elastic solution over the 
region of plastic behavior, but converge to the brittle elastic solution over the rest of the crack face. 
0 20 
•gamma s 0 2 
•gamma 5 0 4 
gamma s 0 6 
(0 
43 10 
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Figure 4.5: Solution to the elastic-plastic thermoelastic integral equation for the 
linear temperature distribution, d = 0^ 
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Figure 4.6: Solution to the eiastic-piastic thermoelastic integral equation for the 
quadratic temperature distribution, d = 0.5 
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Figure 4.7: Solution to the thermoelastic integral equations for the elastic-
plastic and the brittle elastic materials, d = 0.5, y = 0.4 
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CHAPTERS: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 General Overview 
The method of integral transforms has been used extensively in the solution of the elasticity 
problems that arise in the study of fracture mechanics. Because of the mixed boundary conditions in 
the plane of the crack, this method leads to a set of dual integral equations. In the case of thermal 
stresses, tvvo such sets of equations arise. One of these is a result of solving the conduction problem, 
and the other occurs in the solution of the thermoelastic problem. 
5.2 Cylinder of Finite Radius Assuming Brittle Behavior 
In Chapter 2. the axially symmetric problem of an external circumferential crack in a long 
cylinder of finite radius is solved. The crack is opened up by a temperature applied on the crack face, 
and the stresses are prescribed on the outside surface and over the crack. Both the temperature and 
the stress fields of the problem considered are symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack. The 
method of integral transforms, using both Fourier and Hankel transforms, is utilized to obtain 
solutions for the temperature and for the stress function. Applying the boundary conditions to this 
problem gives rise to two sets of dual integral equations. Each set is formulated into a Fredholm 
integral equation of the second kind by employing an Abel transform. The solution to the integral 
equation for the thermoelastic problem is directly related to the stress intensity factor for a crack of a 
given size. 
Each Fredholm integral equation is discretized into matrix form using an appropriate quadrature 
rule. The stress intensity factor is given in terms of F{d), the solution to the thermoelastic integral 
equation evaluated at the crack tip. It is therefore necessary to include this point in the discretization. 
However, numerical difficulties arise in evaluating the kernel near the outside of the cylinder. 
Therefore, a quadrature rule that includes the point at the crack tip but excludes the exterior point is 
desirable. This situation is satisfied by using a Radau rule. Once the matrices are constructed, the 
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problem can be solved for various applied temperatures and stresses on the surface of the crack. The 
results presented are for a 32-point Radau quadrature. 
53 Infinite Body Assuming Plastic Behavior at the Crack Tip 
In Chapter 3. the axially symmetric problem of an infinite linearly elastic-perfectly plastic body 
with an external crack is considered. An applied temperature on the crack surface gives rise to 
thermal stresses in the body, and the problem is symmetric with respect to the plane of the crack. To 
account for plastic deformation near the crack tip, Dugdale's hypothesis is used. The standard 
application of this hypothesis assumes that a uniform stress equal to the yield strength of the material 
acts in an annular region of the crack surface near the tip of the crack, even though yielding actually 
occurs in the uncracked portion of the body. In thermoelastic applications of this assumption, there is 
an inconsistency in that the temperature is not known in this region. However, if we can not assume 
that the temperature is known, then two different "crack tips" must be defined: one for the 
conduction problem which takes into consideration the physical crack lip and the temperature applied 
over the surface of the crack, and another for the elasticity problem, where the stress is knowm in a 
region near the tip of the crack. The solution for this case is compared to the solution for the problem 
where the temperature and stresses are both known over the same surface. 
It was found that for larger temperature changes and regions of application, the solutions for the 
plastic zone size from the two cases differ more significantly than for smaller temperatures and 
regions of application. As the region over which the applied temperature on the crack surface 
increases, the size of the plastic zone for both cases also grows. This is also the situation as the 
magnitude of the temperature increases. For Dugdale's hypothesis to apply, the majority of the body 
must behave in an elastic manner. If it is assumed that a plastic zone which is less than 
approximately one tenth the size of the uncracked radius fits this criteria, the corresponding 
temperature magnitude and region of application must be small enough in order to apply this solution. 
5.4 Cylinder of Finite Radius Assuming Plastic Behavior at the Crack Tip 
In Chapter 4, the size of the plastic zone for the linearly elastic-perfectly plastic cylinder of finite 
radius is estimated using Dugdale's hypothesis. An approximation is found by assuming that the 
region of plastic behavior acts over the actual crack face. For the analysis to provide relatively 
accurate results, the temperature change must act over a region significantly larger than the size of the 
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plastic zone. It is also necessary that this plastic region is small that Dugdale's hypothesis applies. 
Using a 32 point Radau quadrature rule, results are obtained by changing the driving term of the 
Fredholm integral equation to reflect the uniform yield stress acting in the region of plastic behavior. 
Given the material properties and thermal loading over the crack face, the size of the plastic zone can 
be found through iteration. 
It is required that the plastic region is substantially smaller than either the crack surface or the 
uncracked portion of the cylinder. Results for plastic zone width are therefore presented both as the 
fraction of crack depth and as the fraction of the uncracked radius. As indicated in the graphs 
presented in Chapter 4, the solution to the thermoelastic integral equation is equal to zero at the crack 
tip. This is necessary, since the stress intensity factor must be equal to zero at this point. The 
solution for the plastic behavior differs significantly from the solution for the brittle behavior only in 
the plastic zone. 
5.5 Future Considerations 
For a shallow crack in a cylinder of finite radius, the plastic zone may be substantially larger than 
the depth of the crack and still fit Dugdale's hypothesis. In this case, the area over which the 
temperature could be prescribed would differ significantly from the area over which the yield stress 
acts. The assumption that the crack tip could be located in the same place for both the conduction 
problem and elasticity problem becomes invalid under these conditions. Therefore, the boundary for 
each problem must be defined separately. This produces a difficulty in finding the solution to the 
elasticity problem in the plastic zone, where the stresses are known, but the temperature is not 
prescribed. This is the area of current work. 
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APPENDIX 1: SOLUTION OF TEDE CONDUCTION PROBLEM FOR A CYLINDER OF 
FINITE RADIUS 
The dual integral equations for the conduction problem: 
= 0 Q < r  < d  
0 
c * 
J.-l,(£)/„(^r)ii£ +|^,(&)yo(^^K = g('-) d < r < \  
0 0 
Show that the first equation is identically satisfied if 
1 
Integrate this expression by parts: 
—t(/)cos(£/) 
' 1 ' 
—J x'{t)cos{tt)dt 
= ^ |  t(£/)cOs(W) - t(l)cOs(£) + I T'(/)c0s(4^)i//i 
Putting this into the equation above 
J| t(£/)cos(^c/) -  t(l)cos(4) + jx'{t)cos{^t)dt 
0 <r < J 
*: 3= I 35 
= x{d)jcoii,d)Jo{^)dt -  T(l)jcos{4)yo(£'')'^ + J"c'lOj^os{%t)Jf^{\r)d^l = 0 
Note that 
Jcos(il)y„(ir)d^ = 
( r ' - r )  
00 
0 
-!.'2 0<r  <r  
t  =  r  
0 < r < t  
For the region in which we are interested, 0 < r < d < t < l ,  : . r  < i .  TTiis implies that 
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Jcos(W)yo(^'')<^ = 0 
0 
c 
Jcos(£)yoU'-)<^ = 0 
0 
3C 
J cos{^t)J„(t,r)dt = 0 
0 
and the equation is identically satisfied 
Now put this expression in the second equation 
c I c 
^|T(»jsin(£r)yo(^^)^^'^^ = M'') d<r<[ 
I) </ 0 
We know that 
0 0 < t  < r  
J sin{t()Jfi{tr)d^ = 
0 
Therefore 
( / -  '  0 < r < t  
0 r  V / *  - r -
In this equation, change the variable r to the dummy variable k and operate on the resulting equation 
by Jr \\r-r' 
0 r V/-" - r "  ^ v^" >. V/"  r V?.' -r' 
This leads to 
0 r V^" -r' ~ r  r  V A* - T '  
Taking the derivative with respect to r of this equation, we obtain 
2 ci r kg{k)dk 2 f ,  f kIo{^k)dk ^ ^  a f A.g^^/\.;aA.  j- jt 
xjr)  =  I : r - i—I  ^ . i c i—I— QC d < r < \  
Define 
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<'••{ 4>r^ -
The equation for the function x can now be written 
2 2 f 
•:{r) = -  — G{r)-^ — \Ai{t)^r, V j d t  d < r < \  
71 71 J 
To find A, (£) in terms of t. apply the third boundary condition 
K 3C 
j A,(tJ/oi^)cos(^)d^ ^  j A,(t)e--J„(^)dE = /(z} .->0 
Define 
Then 
a , (£ )s .4 , (4 ) /o (4)  
r>0  Jnr(4)cos(^-)^ = 7%/{r) -
0 0 
This is the Fourier cosine transform of the function ^7^(4) • We can free this function from the 
integral by taking the inverse transform ^Jy^ f ttcos(5z) 
Qj (5) = — f /(r)cos(5r)<i: - — [.•!,(£)Jo(4) [cos(sz)dz 
t , i 
dt 
or 
K  n J  - - ^ S -
where 
/(5) = j/(r)cos(5r)<i: 
Now 
I » 
f  A. (4K o(4 )  ^  ^  = f  ' ^ (0  f  71  rs in (40-^o  UH 
0  i U-+5-
dt 
It can be shown that 
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f ,. ^  , sm{lt)jQ{l)dt = ^ (pr(s.r) 
J " ~ ^ 1 
where 
9r 
../- sin f •*•• 
0 
e 
s in /  
and 
Therefore 
m = sin0 
-> [ .  1 !•  I  
I 
Putting this into our previous expression for T. we obtain 
^ /oU)^[  J 
= G(r + — I -—0{r.c,)dt r I t(/)| — 
:r 71- J /o(£) 71- J J /o(£) 
This is a Fredholm integral equation of the 2"^^ kind, which can be written in the following form 
T(r )  =  / / ( r ) -^ j t (OK,( r . / ) c / /  
dt 
where 
^o(4) 
r(p,(^./)0(r.£) 
dt 
'"I /.(£) 
Once T is determined from the integral equation, the change in temperature is given as 
r(r.r) = -j /(4)-+iT(r)(p7.(£,0^^^ 7-7^cos(4z)d£ + J jx(f)sin(^rVr 
'^0  J  0^''' 0 J  
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APPEIWIX 2: EVALUATION OF VARIOUS SEMI-INFINITE INTEGRALS 
Using formulas of the form 
we wish to find integrals of the form 
r J^{^x)dx 
J 0  
and 
Let a.=a+ib. Then 
Also let 
Then 
f x"'e '"cos(6.r)J, ((ir)<ir 
J 0 
f x'"e sin(6x)y.,{pLr)d!x 
J 0 ^ 
JJ.v'"(.'"'"cos(6.v)y.,(pir)dLx= Re x"'e"^J,{^x)dx 
I x"'e''" s\n{bx)J., ((ix)(3!r = -Im x"'e''"J., (Px)(ic 
a" -r p" = (a + ib)' + P' = |j. /r) 
|j, = a"+P~. r\ = 2ab 
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For the following integrals, the numijers in parentheses refer to corresponding formulas in Gradshteyn 
and Ryzhik. 
yjy-' +n" 
1 
(Re(a ±/(3) >0) 
r—; ^ -jl/Z ; 
yjil- -^Tl* -/ yj^L- -
yjy.- +r]- -|I 
+ T]- ^I2y[i^T^ 
1 / 2  
(6.611-1) 
f xe""J„{^x)dx = 
J 0 
2ar(3 / 2) a 
>/7 i (a -+p ' ) ' "  ( a -+p- ) '  
a + ib 
+ />!)'• 
(a + /6){^-/Tl)' • 
(n -  +n- )"  
[(afi 4-6TI) +/(6ji - mi) 
{•2 
•> "» 
(Rea >|lmp() 
1 /2  
- I 
(6.623 - 2) 
-1 
{a[i + Ati) ^11- +T1- + ^ 
1 /2  
V2 
•(6^-aTi)[V^" +T1' 
1/2 
-  / •  
v2(^^-v^ 
- (6^ - aTi)[V^^' +n' -1^ (afi + ^ Ti) Vl^' +11' +1^ 
1/2 
H-n*)  
,>3 /2  
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i - l ' 2  (p>0) 
da 
£_ 
da 
f .r-e-'"J(,((lc)£& = -^(a-+p') 
J 0 da 
-^](2a)(a' +p-) 
-a(a" -t-P") 
= -(a- +P^) "" -a^-^ (2a)(a- + p") " 
= (a- +p-) "[-(a- +p-) + 3a-] 
2a- -p-
2(a- -P^)-3P^ 
(a- +p')"" 
2(^ + /T|) - 3p-
^  [2^1-3p-  + /2r | ] (^ - /T i ) '  •  
[vr 
[2fx - 3P^ + '2ti][(M- - n") - '2|iTi](l^ - m)' " 
2 (a -3p- ) (^ -  -n - )  +  4^Ti - ]  +  /2Ti [ ( | a -  -  n*)  -  ^(2^  -  3p-) ]}  
(6.621-4) 
{[(2^i-3p-){i- +(2^ + 3P^)TI-] + /2ti[3MP^ -n"]} 
,  v5/2  
1/2 1 •> 1 
+r i '  -1^  — / V^i-  +n"  -1^  
1/2 
V2 
TI - .U + 
I  V  C ' l  
-9 
\ / 
n- |rl + .Li + .Tij^ ?]? 
(c - ZZ9 9) {jt)uii|<»3>j) |p- -e)+-P/^ ]Y =  — 
(-U 
c/5^ *• 
+ ,n)^ 
zn 
rl + .U H- .tI^ [ .U- . i i - .£ ) i i c ]u^ 
c'l 
H - ;U ^ ,I</^| .U( .FLC + + .RT( ,E|T - HZ)] 
/ -
z/\ 
Z/l 
+  +  i i c )+  :^ ( r£ le -^c) ]  
A9 
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xe "J, ((ic)c& = 2pn3 / 2) 
•y ic (a -  +p- )  '  (a-  +p- )  
P 
(^"  +T1")  
(Rea >|lmp|) (6.623-1) 
'7~, 
(n- +1") 
- + n" +1^ 
>/2(^- + r]-y 
1^ 
Vn^+Tl -
,— HI Z 1 ' " ^ 
yjil- +T1- -ri +T1- -
1 /2  
-I 
1/2 \ 
4apr (5 /2)  
3ap 
(a -P^r 
3P{a + i b )  
3p(a  +  /6 ) (^ - /T^)^( | I - /T^) ' '  
(Rea>!lmPj) (6.623-2) 
> •> 
+n"  
(^ -  +n- )  
= , [(a(|a- - n") + 2A|aTi) + /(6(|a- - n') - 2afXTi)J: 
S(\i- +^-)" 
+ n *  -  I 'H 
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3[3 
a (^ - -  n- )  +  2Z.^Ti  +1 '  
+[6(^i- - ti*) - 2a^Ti|7l^- + Ti" - |x 
- ' 7 = 7 - r ^ — - T ^ - )  +  2 A ^ T l ] [ V ^ I ^ 7 ^ - J  
V2( | i - - rTT)  ^ 
-[^(n- - n') - 2a|iTi|^n- + Ti' + ^ 
If (isa--6"+p" and r\=lab 
J cos(6ji:)yn((3t.r)a[r = ^ + n' + M-
" V2-^M." + ri" 
f e"'" sin(Z'.r)yn(P,r)<ir = , 
>/2Vm^ 
VM" -^n"  
i/2 
1 / 2  
j .ve"" cos(6.r)yo((^)'iY = 7^] + 1" + 
"  v2(^ i -+n- )  I  
^(bH - cni)JV^^- +r|- - ^  1 / 2  
f  xe''" sin(bx)Jn(fix)dx = — j ( a^  + A ti) V|I- +T1" -1^ 
l;2 
-(b^-OT}) Vm" +n '  
1 / 2  
f x 'e cos(bx)J„(fix)dx J 0 
V2(^-+n")  '•  
+2ti[3^|3- -[i- -n"] Vh"  +'n' -M- 1 / 2  
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f x'e sin(bx)J„(pix)dx J 0 
"  V2(^-  I t i ' f  "  
-2Ti[3np- - ^ - - TI'][A/^^' +n' +1^ 
J^  e"*"  cos (Z>j : )y , (P l r )^  =  -^  - j^  ^ j ix -  +T  +uj  - a j  
1 / 2  
1 /2  
f e"" sin(6.x)J,(Px) —= -^ 
J n P 
cos(bx)J^ (^)dx = ^  
f e~'" sin(6x)J,(Pr)iic = J 0 
b - ^  
y/lyJ^L- -H n" 
a +1"  +^1  + Z) 
J_ 1 
PV2 
J xe *" cos(^».v)J, (Pr)iZx = 
VM +n  
P 
==U yj\l- +n"  1 / 2  
a /m"  +n"  - f^  
- a[V^- +11* - ia 
1 / 2  
V2(n-  +  Ti" )  
p 
vt* +T1' 
f -re"'" sin(6.r) J, (Pr)a!x: = ^ —< |a yip-' +n '  + 1^ 
• 1/2 
-n V^- +T1* -1^ 
1/2 
+ n +T1' 
1 / 2  
1 / 2  
1/2 
J .r-£?"" cos(6.r)J,(Pr)a[r = -:3—^ .  ^ ] [q (m- '  +  n ' )  +  26f j .T i | -y / ( i -  +  q"  + | i  
"  v /2( fa -  +T1- )  •  I  
+[a(h- - n') - 2a|iTi y^- + r\- -  ^  
f x-e"" sin(bx)Ji(^x)dx = — +n') + 26nTi1 yj^' +t]- ~\ 
V2(^-+n- )  "  I '  
1 / 2  
-[6(^1- -n')-2anTi .y/|?T^ + ^ 
1 / 2  
If a—> 0, then ix-)- P"-6^ and r|-> 0 
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i f p < 6 .  
/ ^ -  = -^  =  7  =  6-  -P  
-1^ = [-1^-^]' ' =[2y]''" = V2Y' -
1 . 2  
i f A < P .  
Jy-' 
'ii- - I I  
= [M'" w'2|i' 
[ sin(fa)Jo(P-^)^= _/ 
V2(h- )  "  
V|i-
1 , 2  
1 \ 2 _ I _ ^ 
^(0)  = 0  
yj2p. 
r  1  
.V sin(bx )Jn (P-x )(a!x = ; 
'-{^'/(0)} = 0 
j[i- n ] 
p<A 
^ > b  
f x" sin(Z).T)Jo(P-^)<^'<^= -• ' ||^"(-M--3P") VM-" -\i- [ I 
p<6 
P>6 
1 "'ll —3B- —{2b' + p - )  
^Y:(2n-3|3nV2T'-=^^^#- = -^^ Tr P<'' 
V2t '  V ' -  (4^-P ' )  
rH , - ( 2 ^ - 3 p - ) ( 0 )  =  0  p > 6  
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r  dx 1  f sin(6x)y,(|ir) — = — 
Jo -X P 
• r 1"-' 
pL v2 ' J pL ' J p 
iU- i (0 ) l  =  -
rL 'J p 
p<6  
P>6 
sin(Z>.r) J, (Px)tic = 
I 
11/2 
- ^ (0 )  = o  
P V2y 
1  1  1 2  b 1  b 
P>/2|a P l ^ '  -  p ^ p -  - b -
"l 
p < A  
P>^»  
1 
J •rsin(f>x)y,(Px)Q!r = .vjl 
-p _ -p 
V2y- '  • { ' -  (A--p- ) '  
-1^ 
£-
-i^^(0) = 0 
,42vi' 
P < 6  
P>A 
r ® T 3B 
X" sin(Ax)y, (Px)a!x = r 
V2(h=)  
' : ^ (0 )  = 0  
P f : |-A|a h: 1 
V2y '  
jpZ>^-V2^'- -3P^ -3pZ> 
V^" +|j-
5/2 
P<A 
p>A 
f cos(6x)Jo(P'c)<a!5f = —ir7=^ M-"
V2v^-^  
-7L-(0) = 0 
V2y 
V2^ -^
1 
P < A  
p > 6  
<) -C) 
V A 
d CO. 
-C5 -Q 
V A 
ca en 
CO. 
<1 
V 
CO. 
o 
II 
-o 
A 
CO. 
-c 
I 
ca 
CO. 
II 
ca 
_ | , s  _ | , s  
=L 
I 
-o 
i 
t/) 
o 
^ O 
-
1 
ca 
1 
n 
1 *"* 1 
[•i 
Lr, 
ca 
ca 
- lea 
II 
LM «C5 
- ca lea  
dL 
+ 
I" 
ca 
<5 
t/1 O o 
H 
O 
V 
ca 
<1 
A 
ca 
ca 
ca 
o 
ca 
o 
II 
?-
I 
ca 1 ^ ^  LjN ca 
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f X- cos(bx)J^i^)dx = y[^ -
V2{^- ) ' "^  
1 / 2  
3Pfrr /:7, 1,2 3|3Z> 3|3Z> 
3PZ.H-
y/lp.-
-(0) = 0 
p<6 
P>A 
IfP—)>0.  then  } i—>-a ' -b"  
fj." + r|" —^ja* -b") +4a'b' =(a '  
yf^ -t- n" -> a" ^ b-
yjll' -(- r|" -i- M- V2fl 
4^  + r | -  - n  1/2  •V2Z> 
•Jib 
 ^ i_2 a 4- b 
f ® vz/?[ f"'"' sin(Z».t) Jo (liT)flfac -> -;=r-. 77 
J o  V 2 (a -+b- )  
f xe' '" sin(A.r)y(,{Px)a!r -> ! br[)yf2b -(A|j. -  aT])^a\ 
>/2(a '  +b- )  
( a -^b- jn  2ab 
(a* + b") (a '  -I- b")  
J x'e sin(6.r)Jo(Pr)6£c—> ^ ^ |2 | i ( a"  +b ' )  yflb +b 
° V2(a- + b") 
IbOa- -b-) 
(a -  4 -b- ) '  
yfla 
-{nA4-Tia} = -
(a= .b=r 
f e''" cos{bx)jQi^x)dx-^^=f ^ ^  .-
° \'2|a' •'•b'j a' +b 
J xe''" cos{bx)jQ(pLr)<a!x —>• ^bT])-j2a + (6(j. - ari)V26| 
° 72(a" + b") 
( a '+b 'V a'~b' 
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I x'e cos(bx)Jf^(^x)dx ^|2n(a*+b") V2a + 2r|^a'-i-b") V2Z>j 
° >/2(a* + b") 
r ,  2a(,a--3b-) 
-{|K7-T1^>} = 
(a" + b") (a" + b') 
All integrals involvtngy, ((ic) approach zero as [3—>0. 
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APPENDIX 3: A SOLUTION TO POISSON'S EQUATION 
V"(|) = mT 
let 4) = (t), + ij)2 => V"(t), + V-{t)2 = mT 
I)=>V-(|),  =m r.-(,(^)/o(^r)cos(^)c/£ JO 
v;cD, = mA,{E,)lo{^) 
1 cAI^i " rf\ A tz.\t t' \ 
dr- r dr 
=> Oi(/-)= a(4)/o(4r) + p(£)A:o(^)+ v(/-)/o(^) 
homogeneous solution particular 
=0 solution O,, 
^^ = V{r)/o{^r)+v(rfe/,(^) 
or 
r= V (rV/o (^) + v{r^l , (^) 
cir 
d f j = v" (/•>•/„ (^)-h v'(r)/„(£/•)+ v'(/-)^/, (^)+ v'(r)£r/, (^)+ v(r)£-
cir dr 
Vj.cD,p = v"(/-)/o{£r)+v'(r){i/o(^)+24/|(^)} 
let vv(r)= v'(r) 
=> /„ (4r )-^ 4- {i /o (^) + 2^1 (£r)Jw = (,= )/o (4r) 
dr 
dw \[ /,(cr)| 
—• integrating factor : r/^ l^r) 
[r/o- (^hv] = rrL4^ (^)rl^ (^) 
ur 
rll )w = mA^ (4) jr/fl- (^)dr 
= mA^ {/0 (^)- I\ {^)} 
"-'2| /2(^) j dr 
.j.\ "^i(s)^^i(^) 
2£ /o(^) 
•f|p =v{r)ln{^) = mAy{^)^l^l(c/) 
CD, =/nB,(4)/o(^)+wL4,{4)-^/,(^) 
<t»i =/" r JO B,{4)/o(^)+/f,(4)^/,(^) cos(^)(i: 
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JO 
VwOt = A2{^)e"-^ 
J*ct), ,, m / V .J. 
d^z, 
ct 
c/-a>. 
• <t>2 =a(4)e~~ +p(^)e*~ v(z)e ~ 
homoceneoussolutionO-i, particular 
' ?;,<». =0 " solunoiKt);, 
= [v'U)-4v(r)]e'-
dz 
^ = [v(.-)-2cv'(.-) + 4^-(--)k" 
=[v"(r)-2cV(z)]e-'-
t/vv ,, 
=> 2c 
cZ: 
mA^ {^) dv 
let vv(r)= v'(-)=> = m^A-,{^,) 
t 1 ' 
w = — 
>z2 J: 
:.  V = -m—^A2{t) 
2c" 
=a(\)e'~ - / w —  
2c" 
rtiB^iq) -i; r , (.\ -i: 
(j)-, =/n pi 
Jo I ' 2c 
•i) = <{>1 + <i>: = w r 5i(4)/o{4^)+--<i(4):^/i('^) 
Jo 2q 
cos{iz)d^ 
2q 
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APPENDIX 4: ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS FOR SMALL ARGUMENT 
m = -[2(l-v)-^c-][/,(0r 
->4(l + v)£- ^i{l + v)4^ 
a^(0 = -/,(£) 
->q(i + H')-4(T +is') = 4(1 + 1^4') = H(i + i4') 
P,U) = c/o(4)-2/,(4) 
MO = 3£/o(4)-[2(2-v) + ^^J/,(0 
^3§(i + K-)-[2(2-V) + 4']4(| + tV 4 ' )  =  4 { 3 - ( 2 - V )  +  1 ( 6 - 4 - ( 2 - V ) ) ^ ^ -
^4{(l + v) + iv4^} 
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= yJX '  - r~  + t^" J} j ( ^^ - ^^ r -y^ 'X '  - r -
=  y j \ - r '  +7C*  4 - ( l - r '  jV l - z " '  +r ' y j \ - r '  
I^K^(l(U2r^))]Vr^ 
U-iV(l + 2r-)£-yi-r-
riA.^/,(a) 
= 1'- f ' , • £3 f ' 
= |e[i(l + 2r-)Vl-r- j  +  •  \[\ - |r-(1 + 2r-)]Vn^ 
=[1(1+2r^)4 ^3k(3 + ^ S'-' W]y^  
e(r.£) = -?,(r4) 
d r  
^  [ 1 + i V ( i + > = J  • "  ( T ' t '  ) V I  
'VT77 
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IX 
u •*' -
s ' = ' ^ e - s - ^  +  J e f  t e " " )  j e - ' - < / i | ,  
-(1-=^) 
+£ 
'> a 
T.'2 
Jm(e^' - e-""' )d^ - (e^ - e? '-') Jme-'-^d^s^ 
0 a 
• < •> ( t  T /  -
-^C/1 
<1 
e-'-' j/w(e^' -e-'")diSf^{e'^ -e-"]^me-'^dif 
0 a 
• 1  •^''-
-e '' j  m(e^ -  e"'"''jd^ + (e^' "') f/we 
0 U 
a -•: 
e-'-'jm'{e^' ^ e-"" }d4> -{e^' -e-"] jm^e'^^di^ 
-C"f! 
(i .». -
j(e^' - )# + {e-' -1?"-') je''^d^ 
0 II 
a 
e"^  J(e^ +• ^ - (e" -  e"'') je--V(t) 
K2v-4^) 
-4. 
- e - ^ '  J -  e - ' ^ y ( j )  +  { e ' "  +  )  j O T e - ^ i / ( t )  
0 a 
t/2 
-e'^'jm(e^ -e'^) jme'^^d^ 
0 a _ 
a V2 
+e-'^')d(l> + (e-' +6?"^') |/w-e-''"W()) 
82 
-e, 
x'2 
e-^^fm(e^' -  e"^')# -(e^ + ) |me-^'c/tj) 
.0 ct 
a ^/2 
e--'fm(e^' -e'^)rf(j) + (e^ -^"^)jme '^d^ 
0 a _ 
a ^/2 
e'^ jm'(e^ -r e'^ }£/(f> •>• -t-e'^j jm-e'^d(l} 
a  " / I I  
—> 2^1 c/w" -I-—^ — '^m 
r \  i \  ^  '  
d^ 
4-e? ^')c/(j» —> 2||/w" +^c"/w"' 
Jef )• J I \ - tm + -^c'm' --^c'm' W 4! ' 5! 
a u 
J — zjti 7x II ^"34 ^*45 ^—56 me £/(b—> m-cm h  c m c m h  c m c m M - 2! ' 3! 4! 5! dif 
xa xi2 
^m 'e '~" 'd^^  [  I m '  - c^ tn  +-^4^ ' " ' '  -  '  ' '  ^ c -  ' - j  5 ,  ' t : 4  6  ' j : 5 _ 7  
2! ' 3! 4! ' 5! 
d^ 
a 
^d^ — CL 
0 
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J m'd^ = J sin" (j)f/(|)= —a -—sin<t)cos(() = —a - —- t '  
0 0 ~ ~ '*=0 ~ ~ 
u cx 
Jm*= Jsin^ ^ d^ 
0 0 
f  1  1  
—a — 1 - ' 
~4l2 
-
J  
=  — a  -
8 
•i,. 
8 
-—sin" (t)cos(j) 
J m^d^ = J sin*" (j)i/(t) 
= -^f-^a-—/Vl (3 + 2/") j -—sin^ (i)cos(j) 
«=0 
=  — a — - i ^ J l - t ^ l 5  +  \ 0 r  +8/-') 
16 48 ^ ' 
Jmd^ = Isin(t)c/(t> - -cos(t>|^'l''_^ = cosa = vl -r 
^m'd^= Jsin" (t)£/(j)=H-^-a j-^sin(()cos(t) 
i^sa 
" ^ i/Vr -a 
Jt/"' I I _ 1 • , — 
JmV(j)= Jsin'<})£/(() = -^-vl-/• +—= —Vl —(2+ /") 
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j'/n''£/(j) = Jsin'' 
J Tt 
= — a 
8l2 8 * ' 
-/2 -'2 
^m'd^= jsin'(t)^ /il) = 4|tVT^-7^(2 -/-) j-4^^ VT-^ 
15 ^ ' 
-2 
j/77V(i)= jsin" (()<:/<!) = (3-2r) J r V l - r -
D f TT 
— a 
16V 2 
/Vl-r(l5-IO/- -8/M 
48 ' 
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APPENDIX 5: ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS FOR LARGE ARGUMENT 
^ ; ( /n )  =  -4 ( l -OT- )  ' ( -2m)  = rr{\-m-) '  
g " ( / n )  =  ( l - m " )  " - / W - )  "{ -2m)  
- I  ^  
= -r 3/n'(1 —/«•) 
= |^( 1 - /n") -!- 3m' j( 1 - ) 
= 4m( I - m-) ' " - (I ^ 2m- )(-4)( I - m") (-2/n) 
= 4ot( 1 - m") - 5/m{ 1 - 2m' ) (1 -  w)  
= /w|^4( 1 - //7") - 5( 1 - 2m' )j( l -m ' )  
— T "• 
= 4 - 4/71" - 5 - 1 Om') (1 — /w")  
= /w(9-6m-)(l-OT-)' " 
= 2m{ 3 -r 2m' ) (1 -  /n")  
gf" '(/n) = 3(3-r-6/w" )(l-OT") -3/7j(3^2/n" )(-^)(l-/n") { -2m)  
= 3j^(3 - 6/n')(l -/n" | + 7  m ' {3  + 2m")|(l -/n') 
= 3[^3 + 3/w' -6m*  +2 \m '  ^ 14/n^ j(l -/n") 
= 3j^3 -r 24/n' -r %m* |(l - m~ j 
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g}''(OT) = 3(48/w +32/w^)(l-ffi") -^3(3-^24W7"-!-8/n^)(—t)(I-/W') "'(-2/n) 
= 3/w[(48/w + 32/n^)(I - /n-) ^  9(3 + 24m- ^ 8m')](I-m-)'" ' 
= 3m[48-l6m- -32/n-' + 27+ 2I6/W-+ 72/w'](l-/w*)"" ' 
= 3/n|^75 + 200m' -h 40m^ j( I - /n") 
= 15m^5 - 40m" -i- 8m')(1 - m") 
g^}"'(m) = 15(15+ 120m" -40m')(l-m") - 15m(l5 + 40m" +8m'j(-4r)(l-m") (-2m) 
= 15^( 15 + 120m" - 40m')(1 - m") + 1 Im" (15 + 40m' + 8m' )j( 1 - m") 
= 15^15 + 105m" - 80m' - 40m'' + 165m" + 440m' + 88m^ j(l - m') 
= 15[l 5 + 270m- - 360m' -48m''l(l - m")"''' 
= 45^5 + 90m- + 120m' ^ 16m'' j( 1 — m") 
g-}"'* (m) = 45(180m + 480m" -r 96m' )(l - m" ) 
-45(5-90m- ^120m' + 16m'')(-Jf)(l - m")"" "(-2m) 
= 45m[(l80m + 480m' -96m')(l -m'j-r I3(5 + 90m" + 120m' + 16m''|j(l -m") 
=  4 5 m ^ l 8 0  +  3 0 0 m -  -  3 8 4 m '  -  9 6 m ' '  +  6 5  +  1 1 7 0 m "  ^  1 5 6 0 m '  +  2 0 8 m ' ' j ( l  - m ' j  
= 45m[245+i470m- ^n76m' -r i 12m''](l-m")'" " 
= 315m^3 5 + 21 Om" -r 168m' + 16m'' j( 1 - m") 
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-17/2 
g}'"'"{An) = 315(35+ 630/7/- +840/n' + 112/n'')(l-/t/')" 
+ 315///(35 + 210/7/-+ 168/7/'' + 16/7/''-/n") 
- 315[(35 +630/71- +840/7/-' + I 12/7J'')(I-/TI") 
+15/71" (35 + 210/7|- + 168/7/^ + 16/7/^) (1 -/TI") 
-315[35 + 595/7J- +210/7/' - 728/7/'' - 112/7/" +525/7/" 
+3150/7/-' +2520/7/" +240/7/''](1-///-)" 
= 315(35 +1120/7/- + 2360m' +1792/72" + 128/7/^](l-/7i-)' 
- I 7 ' 2  
>17': 
g}"'(/7j) = 315(2240/7/+ [3440m' + 10752m' + 1024m')(l -m"" 
+ I7/7/(35+ 1120/77- +3360m' + 1792m'^ + 128m'')(-Jf)(l -m"(-2m) 
= 315/w[2240 + 11200m- - 2688m' - 9728m'' - 1024m'' +595+19040m-
+57120m' + 30464m'' + 2176m''j(l-m-)"''"' 
= 31 5/m[2835 + 30240m- + 54442m' + 20736m'' + 1152m" ](l - m' 
= 945/7/[945 +10080m- + 18144m' + 6912m'' + 384m"](l -/w' 
= 2835/72[315 +3360m- + 6048m' + 2304m" + 128m''](l - m" j''""" 
g;"(/7i) = 2835{[315 + 10080m- +30240m' + 16128m'' + 1152m''](l-m") 
+ (l9m-)(315 +3360m- +6048m' + 2304m" + 128m'')}(l 
= 2835{315 +9765m- +20160m' -14112m" - 14976m" -1152m"' 
+ 5985m- +63480m' + 114912m" +43776m" +2432m'"}(l-m-)'''' 
= 283 5{315+ 15750m- + 84000m' + 100800m" + 28800m" + 1280m"'}(l-m")""'' 
=  1 4 1 7 5 { 6 3  +  3 1 5 0 m -  +  1 6 8 0 0 m '  +  2 0 1 6 0 m "  +  5 7 6 0 m "  +  2 5 6 m " '  } ( l  -  m ' "  
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= 14175{[6300/n + 67200/w-' + 120960^^ + 46080m' + 2560OT*](i -/n") 
+ (21/n){63 + 3150/n- +l6800/n' +20160/n' +5760/n^ + 256m"')}(l - m"" 
= 14175/»{6300 +60900/77- +53760w' -74880/71" -43520/7/^ -2560/77'" 
+ I323 + 66150/n- +352800/77"' +423360/7i'' +120960/7j'' + 5376/n"'}(l -/n')"'"' 
= 14175/n{7623+ 127050/71- +406560/77^ +348480/77" + 77440/77" + 2816/77'" }(l -/77-" 
= 155925/77(693+11550/0- +36960/77^ +31680/77" + 7040/77^ + 256/77*° )(l -/t/")'^ ' 
0
 I
I 5 m = t 
1 { l - r Y " -
if.' 0 
I (I.2r)(l-r)-" 
s r  0 3,(3*2r)(l- r f  =  
g r  9 3(3 + 24r + 8/')(l 
g r  0 15/(l5 + 40r +8r')(l -r)""" 
s r  225 45(5 + 90r + 120/-' + 16/")(l-r)"''" 
gr" 0 315r(35 + 210/- +168/' + 16/")(l-r 
gr" 11025 315(35+1120/- +3360/-' +1792/" + 128/')(l-/-)"" '  
0 2835/(315 + 3360/- +6048/' +2304/" + 128/®)(l-/-)"'"' 
893025 14175(63 + 3150/- + 16800/' +20160/" +5760/" +256/"')(l 
0 155925/(693 + 11550/- +36960/' +31680/" +7040/" +256/ 
- 23 /2  
Recurrence relations: ,i..> 
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^2 = '^1 
=  [ ( l - r ) . r ] ( l - r ) - ' = ( l - r ) -  =  
82 = -.?l' + tg[' 
= [2r(l-r)*,(l+2/=)](l-r)"" 
= [2/-2/^ + r+ 2/^](l=3/(1-r)" ' 
sT= j?r+tg{" 
= [3(l + 2/^)(l-/^) + 3/^(3 + 2/-)](l-/-y'-
= 3[(l + r -2/-')+ (3/- +2/')](!-/-)' '  
gT =4g;"+rg[»' 
= [4(3/)(3 + 2/- )(l -  /-) + 3/(3 + 24/- + S/' )](l -  /- )'"• 
= 3/[4(3-/- -2/"')+ (3+ 24/- + 8/')](l -/-)'"' 
= 3/[l5 +20/-](l-/-)'" " = l5/[3 + 4/-](l -/-)""" 
gV' =5g}"'' +/g['' 
= 15[(3 + 24/' +8/')(l-/-) + /-(l5 + 40/- + 8/')](l -/* )""'* 
= I5[3 + 21/- -  16/-8/" ^  15/- +40/-' +8/''](l 
= 15(3+ 36/- + 24/'](l -/-)"" • =45[l + 12/- + 8/-'](l -
90 
=6g,"' 
- 13 /2  
= 45/[2(l5 + 40/- +8/-')(l-r-) + (5 + 90/- +120/"' + 16/'')](l-r) 
= 45/[30 + 50/- -64/-' - 16/" +5 + 90/" + 120/-' +16/'](l-/^) 
= 45/[35+ 140/- + 56/'](l=315/[5 + 20/- +8/-'](l-/-) 
- 13 /2  
-15 /2  
= 315[(5 + 90/- +120/-' ^le/'jll-/-) + /-(35 + 210/- +168/-' + 16/'')](l -/-) 
= 315(5 + 85/- +30/' -104/" -16/* +35/- +210/-' +168/' + 16/*](l-/-) 
= 315[5 + 120/- +240/-' + 64/''](l -/-)"'"' 
gr"'=8gr^rgl 
= 315/(8(35+ 210/- + 168/' + 16/'^)(l -/-) 
+(35 + 1120/- +3360/' +1792/" + 128/®)](l -/') 
= 315/(315 + 2520/- +3024/' + 576/"j(l -/') 
= 2835/(35 + 280/- ^336/' + 64/'')(l -/-) 
• 15 /2  
- 17 /2  
-17 /2  
- 17 /2  
^,<«'=9^f'""+/gf"' 
= 2835((35 + 1120/- +3360/' + 1792/" + 128/*)(l-/-) 
+/-(315+ 3360/- +6048/' +2304/" + 128/®)](l -/") 
= 2835(35 + 1400/- ^5600/' +4480/" + 640/*](l -/') 
= 14175(7 + 280/- +1120/' + 896/" + 128/*)(l -
- 19 /2  
-19 /2  
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k=Q V s 
- I  
A»0 k^O t /c + I 
4^i;(-irg}*'(o 
k^O ck*\ 
[f \  ) 1
—
 
7-^ -t 
.U J S(-i)'«!*'{')• A-k i  k=Q 
,*+i k=0 k=0 
[f 1 1 
[j-c +1 If;;"(')7^-Zss*'('i7' A=i) ^ k^O ^ ik + I 
S'i;[(-0' +i]«,'''(');pTr + [r-^)Z[(-i)' 
'i[i -(-!)* ]g;*'(')7ir - i[(-i)* - ilsS"(')7^ 
' t [ i  +  ( - 0 ' k ' ' W T V - t [ ' - ( - i ) ' K ' ( ' ) 7 i r - t h ( - i ) * K ' ( ' )  jk=0 i=0 1 *=0 
+ <X[i-(-i)'lgi"(')7ir-i['-(-i>'l«5"(')7ir 
2'ig!"'(')7]r-2isS"'(')73^-2lsS"'(')7lF 
*=0 A:=0 *=0 -3 
i=0 T k=n z2k*2 
= 2X[«l"'(0-rf"(')]Tlr-2i[fr;"'Wwg;"-"{0-gr*"(/)]7ir 
k^Q k^O 
2[tg^ (0 - g. (')] + (0 - ^2'*'(0]pr 
*=i 
+ 2i[sS""'(') + «f*-"(')-gr"(')]: 
k = l '  2k 
= 2k,(') - ft(')] - 2X[«!"'(') - - ri"-" 
k=l 
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- _•) 
*.-=1 
(2(i-l)) 
•.2k 
9 »(t,0 ^  J -' ]i s!" (0)^ -1; ?!"(0)-k^\ 
n=o k^O 
V S /AsO ^ 4=0 A 4.1 
-(|-')i.^S"W7ir-igS"(07i V ^ /*=o -= *=0 
*=0 -5 *=0 "= k=0 ^ 
= X['^2*'(07T7r'^''X['^2*'(07A7r~2[^'~^~') ,k*\ 
k = 0  ^ k=0 ^ k=0 -3 
S *=0 
2k*2 
k=0 *=0 
2Z +«s"-" (') - gS"-" c)]^ 
k = t 
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-[(2/t-
k = \  ^ 
.p;;'{E.o^»--' E(i-s')2;g!"(o)^-[(2v-c-)-si]|;gi"(o)^-5|;fr;»'(o)^ 
[ *=0 ^ 4=0 *=0 ^ J 
+4(i-40X(-i)*^{*'(OTiT-[(2^-^")-^']S(-o*^2*'(o-' 
*=0 s k=0 
-cZ(-l)* g?*HO 7717 +t(l + qr)X ?!*'(') TTTT 
Zk*\ 
k^O 
\(2.-e)-i,]±gfu)^-(.±,\''{,)^, 
k^O 
4i;[i + (-i)*]sl"(')7ir + 5^'Z[i-'-')"]2!"('l7 
k=0 k=0 ^ * + l 
A=0 
•(2v-4=)i;[l-(-I)'W!"(')Tir-5'i[l--(-l)'>!"(')• 
«=0 ^ 
-ct[u(-i)*k"(')^ 
k^\ 
= i[i^-(-0'l«l"(')7V + 'Z[i-(-i)'l«l"(')7ir + ^''Z[i-(-0*]«i"(')4r 
4=0 S A=0 S *=0 S 
-t[>-(-0'k!"(')7ir-'Zh(-0'K'(')^-i[i + (-i)*]gS"(')^ 
4=0 4=0 S 4=0 S 
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(0 7^ ^  (0 TIT - ^ (0 73][ir 
*=0 i=0 *=0 ^ 
-22;g;"-"(')^-2,!;?;"•(,)^-2Xg'">(,)^ 
/c=0 -2 k=0 ^ iisO ^ 
=2i;[s!"'(')+«i"-"(')-K;"-"(')+'?f'(')-?5"'(')]7l 
it=0 ^ 
-4v|;g;"-"(07Tk 
= %1 *'gi -g'l *'gl -Xi] 
+ :!S[s!"' + «!"•" +2vg!»-"]^ 
* = l s 
•Si  + ' s !  -S!  ••'gi =«i 'S'-(gi *'s"\*'g7 - ('ft)"" 
•g!"' +«!-"•" -gS"-" -gf '2vgS"-" 
=  g l " ' - [ ( : t  + i t e i " ' w g i " - " ]  +  , g ! " ' - [ ( 2 A : ) g i = ' - " + , g ; " ' ] . 2 v g S " - "  
= -2tg;"'-2(t-v)g;"-" 
t = l 
(2-5')i;«5"(o)T5W-4i«!"(o)7ir [ k=0 ^ k=0 j 
*=0 S *=0 S 
+ (2 - ^2" (') TTTT - ^3*' (0 
k=0 i=0 S 
- 2|;[i - (-0* k"(,)^. ,t[|+(-')* H"(')i- i [1 - (-0* K'(0;V 
k=0 s k=0 S *=0 S 
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k=0 -= k=0 S k=0 •s 
i = l ~5 * = 1 S 
/fc=l 
•fgl -SJ ^'g2 -(^82} = ^  
= -2(^-!)^f*-" 
v"4'(5.')--iZ(* - itei"-" 7];-=- t Z c *  - -
- Ik 
* = l •: * = 2 ^ 
^(-ir 
as.r->oo /,,(.r)~-=2^-
V^^(2.r)* ^!r(/;-^ + |) 
f H t  r i k ^ \ )  r j k ^ ^  
h(2x)' A:!r(|-A:)'r(i-^) 
(2A:-1)!! 
#(2* - I)!! 
(-0 
(-1)'2'V^ 
= ^ [(2*-l)!!f 
••/oW~ 
y j l n x  ' - S  
1 [(2t-l)'!]' I 
i = l A:! 
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Define: 
/ 1 ^  V  HllJlll^ liL 
r ( l ^ J t ^ j )  ( 4 - l ' ) ( 4 - 3 ' ) - l 4 - ( 2 k - l f )  
^(l-^ + |)~ 2-* 
.•./,(.r)~ 
yJlKX 
J  3  1  3 - 5  1  
8 .r 8-2! .r' 
3 - 5 - 2 1  1  3 - 5 - 2 1 - 4 5  1  
8"3! 8''4! 
(-1)^ r(l + yt-^) e' = I 
Define: h,{k)= ; ^/,(j:) 
2* r{\-k-j) •j2nxt:'o 
, . .r —>• cc k 
Vi ^f=Z'>.(4); 
yjlntK 
1 Kdk 
Vx--r-
•J2^h 
kdk 
- r -
-i(l->-l 
= -^yh,(k)-\r\ i 
V^*=0 4 •'' ^x{k- -r-) 
Define g* (/., r) s 
(x{x'-r-) 
expand about X = I:h= I - du = -dk =>— 
^ duP elk'' 
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i* (^- '•) = i* (1- '•) - ii {I- 1. - i;'( I- z-) 
=S(-i)'«i'"(i.'')^ 
p^-p=0 
r = ^gi'"(l.r)f e"-''u''du 
J  r  n '  J o  p:n p-
~ J] (!•'•) e-'^WcJu 
p=0 r-
=i (-11' At/-) 
p; p: 
( I - / - )  p! 
CP+1 
= jS(-i)''i!'"(i-'-)^ 
^ p=0 ^ 
V'-^S A=0 ^ p=0 ^ 
r lA"/, (£A)a7l 
Defineg, (A.r) s /.g^ (A.r) = ^ (-l)''g,^'"{l.r)^ 
—— ^ P! 
••• ^2 {'•-4) ~-7= X A, {^) (-')" (1-tV- 4 ®  
yZTCC 4=0 •- p=o -3 
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Q{r-^) = ^ qAr.c) 
dr 
^Zt cc  ^=0 "3 p=o "= 
, X y ^ i(^')-T 
L-^ ' Yh (A:)-
*=0 
where h^ik) = h^{k)-—^^h,{k - « ) / jo (« )  
o-Jt) = -I,{l) ^^h,{k)-^ 
'sj2kc k=o 
= wherea,(A:) = -//,(A:) 
*=0 ~ ———— 
J e V  hllr) — ^ ^ A./^\_LI a.(4) = 4/o(4)-A(^)~^ -I^.WT 
I t=i) k=0 •; 
V2nc [*=0 ~ t=u ^ J 
= l=4Z '^f*l7T-S ''i(*-')T' 
k^O ^ A:=sl 
= + t .[KW-",{l' -  OJtV 
I * = i 1 
k=o 
<3,(0) = /Jo(0) 
where: fj^ik) - h,{k-\) k = ]2,... 
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|3„(51=y. (5) - 2/, (0 - (*)tt 
yZTlC 4=0 ^ 
^(0) = />b(0) 
h , { k )  =  h „ ( k ) - 2 h , ( k - l )  k  =  \ 2 . . . .  
P^(c) = 3£/„(£)-[2(2-v) + c-]/,U) 
^ A=0 5 * 1  
I - 4=0 t = 2 -5 *=0 V2n:£ 1 4 
^.:L y,,(0) + [3/,„(0)-/,,(l)]--^X[3^(^-')-2(2-v)A,(A:-2)-//,(A:)] — 
t=2 
V2n:S A.=o 
where: 
6,(0) = -/»,(0) 
6 , ( l )  =  3 / ; „ ( 0 ) - / , , ( l )  
b ,  ( k )  =  3 h ^ ( k - \ ) -  2(2 -  v ) h ,  ( k - 2 ) -  h ,  [ k )  k  = 1.2. 
[/o(£)]^ = I^o(^)  — 
[ / . ( £ ) ] ' =  = S m^) tV  
A=0 J 4=0 -5 
A,(0)=[/i,(0)]' 
w here. ^ ^ ^^ ^ _]_ ^  (3„ _ ^ )/i^ („)a, {A: - «) A: = 1.2. 
i = O.l 
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A(&) = 4-[/oU)]'-[2(I-v)-vc-][/,(e)]' 
it 4-1 
*=0 
2^^^ u=o 
• )  i  I  
e 
k*2 k=0 
- po(0) - Ji, (0)] - [/7„(1) - ^, (1)]- ^  ~ " -0 ~ ~ -)] 
I. i=Z 
27:6 k=0 
where: 
J(0) = ^ „(0)-A,(0) 
J(l)=^(l)-A,(l) 
j { k )  =  h , { k ) - h M ) - 2 { \ - y M k - 2 )  k = 1.2. 
^ u, ik) —• 
CX.U) 1 6 '4* 
k-0 
1 ' 
where r, (^) = a, (A:) --^2] r, (A: - n)J(/j) 
'^(0) t:; 
Similarly: 
a, r(^) ' 
A(£) %' ' ' d{0)j: 
where r,{A:) = 6,(^)-^|;r,(^-/zy(n) 
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p.(^) 1 ^ 1 
where r, ( k )  =  b .  { k )  -  r ,  { k  -  n ) d { n )  
QjrA) 
/o(£) 
k^Q ^ 
= 7T2''«(*)'rr 
Z''»(')Tir2;(-i)'^Ui"(i.'-))7V li[(-i)' -i>i"(') 
AsO ^ p=0 ^1"= *=0 
'%(!') I: •^"'''^' t[(-i)'-ik"'(')7V k^O 
1 1 
^ o ( o ) 4 - ^  T X ) TTZ T7 p=:0 
= 0 ' 1 ^ as w —)• CO 
V / 
where <>ip(r) = (-1)'' f l-'")) " 
andi^(r./) = X[(-l)"-l]?r'(0'^.„-,,('-) 
and f ^ (p;^(£./)(i£ -- O 
J /oU) 
for 4 large , r l.r *: 1 
V -5  /  
Similarly, the other infinite integrals converge. 
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APPENDIX 6: EXPONENTIALLY SCALED FUNCTIONS 
Because /o{j^) and /, (.t) increase exponentially as x gets large, it will be difficult to obtain 
numerical values for these functions. Therefore, the exponentially scaled modified Bessel functions 
are introduced: 
= and ^^{x) = e"I^{x). 
Since the a and (3 terms are linear combinations of these Bessel functions, and A is made up of second 
order products of Bessel functions, it follows that the corresponding exponentially scaled functions 
can also be defined: 
a''Jx) = e"a^(x) a''^{x) = e-'a^{x) 
P;(.x)=e.-'P^(.r) p;(x) = e-'p,{x) 
The following can also be defined 
, yJXr ~r-
Va . "  - r -
dr 
These expressions can be substituted directly for the non-scaled functions, yielding the same overall 
result. 
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APPENDIX 7: STRESSES IN THE PLANE OF THE CRACK FOR THE INFINITE BODY 
cr^(r.0) = -p|aj^ T(r)|^ y„(£r)sin(^/)c^f+ 2nj^ •^o(^'')sin(^r)i^/ 
0 r x/j 
f(r) = 
Then 
(ijr 71 
A.g(A)cA. 
yj^'-c/r' 
yid/- - r -
H ( d , - r )  +  
yhC-
3—T , P f" 5 { d p  - r )  
P ^ p A g ^  
K d r J r H 2 _ ^ Z  K J r ^ ^ ^ ; r Z ; T ^  
Also 
f J„(£r)sin(4/)c^=-7^L=//(/-/-) 
"  y j r - r -
a  (r.O) f' f ^ A.g(M^ ] ^ 2 p t H { d „  - t ) H { t - r )  
"> f« I—; r, H ( l - r )  2- r® X.g(A,)iA. f«= ,, , H { t — r )  
+  - a o f  y ^ d , . - - i - 5 ( d , . - t }  I  c / / + - p ) x j  ,  ,  J  ^ K - 0  I  ,  ,  
71 •'<' vr-f- ^ ^ ' ' ' - y j x - - d ^ - • ' ' ' -  y j r - r -
- n f" ^'^kg{A}dX 
d t l  7^717 
c// 
H { t ~ d , . )  i \  [ d t  
V / "  - r -
J» ^yl 8{t-d,)-^lk=jld[ V / -  ~ r -
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Virr^JVr-r- " J' 757^v/--r= 
- r )  
f CO 
- - m ;  7t •'•'r 
=  a ^ H { d , . - r )  
A.g(A,)c/X H(,-r) 
h ' - r .  It " •  V / "  - r -
rdt 
Kg[X)dk H{dr-r) 
yjX' -  dp' d,,y}r -r-
dt 
r > d^ 
Stresses in the plane of the crack (Case 2) 
a J r . Q )  =  - P ^ j  J  . - 1 , ( £ ) J o( 4 / - ) ^  - 2 4 J c , ( ^ ) y , ( £ r ) ^  
=  x ( O j ^  s i n i t j ) J n ( t r ) d t d t  
+ 2|a|F(rf,)J^ sin(Ws)->^o(^^K + J^,/"(^)jg 
Ifr <d/^., thenr  < c  \ n  the above integrals 
<T,(r.O) = -PhJ  " * 2^J^^d,) , . , + 2^ r FV)-r^^. r < d 
J-'r Vr- r -  V r - r -
L e . G W = f - ^ ^  
•'' A--r-
Then 
'('•) = --G'(r) 
7t 
F(r) = 
F'(r) = 
_£o,^j7^-£O>/,) |j.n Ti H { d , - r ) - ^ G { r ) H { r - d , )  
^^yld,:--r' 
H { d ,  -r) + ^^d,:--r' ^^G{dp) 
IJ.7I TZ 
5 { d , - r )  
- ^ G ' { r ) H ( r  - d , , ) -  ^ G(r)5(r -d , ) 
71 7t 
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^ - G K t f ' s K - ' )  I "!' .  
n  - ' I s  ^ J f - r -
- P r G'(/)M/- ^ ,. )-7#=T --|J G(/)5(/- ^ , )-=£= 
= ^  f'' 
ii-rr .'. 
tdt f i c K ) -  '  
r 
-sin + sin 
Therefore 
- r -  "  Vrf, - - r -
£ r " G ' ( o - ^ - ^ c ( d  •  '  
TtJ''. ' Vr-r' 
, '''• co/^] 
- £ r G i , ) - p i =  
t tJ ' / .  4 r  - r -
^  r  r ' ( t \  
t /  / .  y j d p  
4d,.'  -r- ^1-
y]d,.' -r-
r < d^ 
r < d^ 
".-=('•0) = ^  j " - 2^f(rf, )-=4= 
71 J'/r vr- r -  i d s '  ~ r -
-ia. 
-sin -I 
\fd7~^ 
J'/p _^-
cf=M) = )-f^=^ + " sin'' 
r < t/ y 
r < d ^-
y j d ;  - r -  ^  \ _ y i d p - ^  
The first term is the only singular term. If F { d ^ )  i s  equal to zero, then the stresses are nowhere 
singular. 
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